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Statistical downscaling is a technique that is used to extract high-resolution information from regional scale variables
produced by Chemical Transport Models (CTMs). The aim of this thesis is to shade light on the advantages of sta-
tistical downscaling in improving the forecasting ability of air quality models. Many statistical downscaling methods
in geophysics often rely on dimension reduction techniques to reduce the spatial dimension of gridded model outputs
without loss of essential spatial information. In this thesis we developed a new downscaling methodology that relies
on using Principal Fitted Components (PFCs) to downscale an air quality model.
The main advantage of employing PFCs in downscaling relies in the fact that PFCs represent space-time variations
associated with a particular location through the use of inverse regression. This means that PFCs will emphasize on
location related regional information. We illustrate our proposed method by both simulation and application on ground
level ozone over southeastern U.S region to downscale the Regional ChEmical TrAnsport Model (REAM). Both sim-
ulation and applications results indicate that PFC downscaling appears to yield more accurate forecasts.
Moreover, we accommodate the fact that covariance matrices that are used to compute PFCs might be unstable due to
the fact that they have a relatively large dimension. This issue has motivated us to regularize the covariance matrices
by thresholding prior to computing the PFCs and then proceed with the downscaling using thresholded PFCs. We
illustrate the modified downscaling approach by simulation and application to ground level ozone. Simulation results
suggest that employing thresholded PFCs in downscaling have improved the downscaling results, however, the appli-
cation results do not agree with the simulation results.
Finally, we extend our PFC downscaling method to downscale an ensemble of air quality models. We propose a new
two-stage dimension reduction approach to reduce the dimension of an ensemble. The proposed methodology reduces
the spatial dimension in each ensemble member, and then the reduced variables are reduced further across the ensem-
ble models. We illustrate our proposed methodology by simulation and application to downscale ground level ozone
ensemble outputs in France. Both simulation and application results suggest that our proposed technique seem to show
an adequate predictive performance.
”As we pass through this test with honor and dignity, I am addressing you to emphasize that Qatar
needs every one of you to build its economy and protect its security. We require diligence, creativity,
independent thinking, constructive initiatives and interest in academic achievement in all disciplines,
self-reliance and fighting indolence and dependency.”
-Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad al-Thani
The Emir of the State of Qatar during his speach about the unjust blockade on Qatar, June 2017
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The recent changes in climate conditions, emissions, and land use have had a significant impact on the environment.
Unfortunately those impacts are not in the advantage of the quality of the air. For example, the increasing vehicle
emissions along with the increasing temperature might result in elevated levels of ground level ozone, which is found
to be harmful for human health and the environment. Many studies suggest that the recent change in climate conditions
have affected the levels of air pollutants (e.g Weaver et al. [2009]). Six common air pollutants are well-documented -
Ozone (O3), Carbon Monoxide (CO), Sulfur Oxides (SO), Nitrogen Oxides (NOX), Lead (Pb) and Particulate Matter
(PM) - typically PM2.5 and PM10. Out of the six, ground level ozone and particulate matter are most commonly
spread in the air. As these pollutants are significantly harmful to human health, it is imperative that we take action to
control their impact on our livelihood.
The World Health Organisation (WHO) regularly updates its air quality guidelines based on a systematic review of
existing literature on the potential impact of air pollution on health. On the basis of those findings the institution
makes recommendations and sets target guidelines for countries to follow [Krzyzanowski and Cohen, 2008]. Most
countries in the world would typically adapt those targets to their own specific circumstances through legislation and
enforcement agencies. For example, in the United States of America, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) sets
air quality standards to apply the Clean Air Act [The Plain English guide to the Clean Air Act, 2007 ] - passed by the
US congress in 1970 as a legal enforcement tool for monitoring and controlling pollution. The foregoing examples,
and many others around the world, seek to help countries identify the levels at which pollutants concentrations are
considered dangerous on human health.
The overall challenge is that not only different parts of our planet generate, and are affected by, pollution in different
proportions but also that air quality modeling has continued to present management challenge - particularly in the Big
Data era [Etzion and Aragon-Correa, 2016]. In recent years, there have been several initiatives by the international
scientific community to obtain a universally acceptable spatial-temporal understanding of the underlying interaction
rules among the main pollutants. Such understanding is expected to lead to successful intervention programmes as
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well as lay out the path for new research directions.
1.2 Research Question and Objectives
This thesis seeks to contribute towards achieving that goal by setting a specific research question based on a number
of objectives. Our research question is defined as: How can the blending of dynamic and statistical models help
in narrowing down global environmental phenomena to regional discordance? The question sets out to provide
fundamental insights as to whether the scientific community is capable of narrowing down the global environmental
phenomena via regional discordance and scales - i.e., by blending dynamical and statistical models into robust non-
linear methods for a better understanding of regional and global climate data. Its objectives are as follows
1. To downscale a statistical air quality model using Principal Fitted Components (PFCs).
• By conducting data preparation and cleansing.
• By reducing model grid dimensions using PFCs.
2. To provide a comparative analysis of the PFC downscaling technique with other downscaling methods:
Regression downscaling and Principal Components Regression Downscaling.
• By downscaling ground level ozone in Summer 2001 in the South-Eastern US using PFC regression.
• By carrying out statistical downscaling using PFCs with a regularized covariance matrix.
• By thresholding regularizing the covariance matrix of the data.
• By downscaling ground level ozone in the South-Eastern US during summer using thresholded PFCs.
• By cross-validating the performance of PFC model.
3. To comparatively assess the predictive power of the PFC technique vis-a-vis alternative methods.
• By developing multiple versions of unsupervised model for identifying underlying structures in data.
• By comparing multi-model performances on new data sampled from the global set.
• By carrying out predictive modelling based on known classes in the sampled data.
• By comparing the predictive power of selected models.
Based on the foregoing objectives, this thesis outlines the current need of improved atmospheric variables predictions
and introduces a novel downscaling approach to downscale large scale model outputs using regression dimension
reduction using Principal Fitted Components (PFCs). Moreover, it presents a modification to the PFC downscaling
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technique to accommodate two scenarios - an unsupervised and supervised setting. Thus, the thesis emphasizes the
benefits of statistical downscaling as a technique for improving air quality model forecasts and extracting reliable
knowledge for intervention purposes. More precisely, it explores the best possible statistical downscaling techniques
that can maintain as much regional information as possible from the downscaled climate data attributes. It also provides
evaluation of the predictive performance of the downscaled models and, finally, the proposed downscaling method will
be generalized to be applied to an ensemble of air quality models.
1.3 Rationale and Motivation
Gaining a thorough understanding of how our environmental surroundings impact our health and livelihood is funda-
mental to our sustainability, yet it is one of the most difficult challenges mankind faces, particularly as we become
increasingly industrialised and mechanised. Recent enhancements in data harnessing, storage, transmission and ma-
nipulation mean that we are now better equipped than we have ever been to extract knowledge from high dimensional
data on a wide range of phenomena. Hence, the motivation for this work arises from two perspectives - firstly, the need
to understand and keep pace with the dynamics within our environmental surroundings - particularly the atmospheric
factors that affect our sustainability. The second perspective derives naturally from the first - making sense of the
environmental data deluge that surround us. Outdoor pollution has been associated with numerous diseases [Ostro,
2004] and in a study by Ezzati et al. [2004], the author’s home country (Qatar) was placed in a highly vulnerable group
- due to its geographical location and economic activities which underlines her interest in the area.
Knowledge extraction from data remains a huge area of ongoing research and as such, it naturally attracts research
attention and motivation. Many numerical models have been developed to produce forecasts of atmospheric variables
using some meteorological information - typically falling into two major categories - Chemical Transport Models
(CTMs), also known as air quality models, and conventional statistical methods. As the name implies, the former
uses meteorological data inputs to describe the spatial-temporal variability of the concentration of chemicals in the
atmosphere [Rotman et al., 2004] which they achieve by solving the continuity equations for mass conservation of
the chemicals in the atmosphere involving transport, chemical, emission and deposition processes in space and time
[Jacob, 2004]. While the CTM rely on well-established physical principles, the confidence of their estimates is known
to be unstable - often with variable-specific variations (e.g., conditional on temperature, precipitation etc.). Statisti-
cal methods have been adopted in modelling air quality but, like the CTMs, they are susceptible to variations due to
underlying distributional assumptions and the random nature of data used for model training and testing.
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1.4 Contribution to Knowledge
This thesis presents a novel approach to air quality downscaling using Principal Fitted Components (PFC). The pro-
posed novel method is based on a two-step dimension reduction procedure which we call double dimension reduction
(DDR) hence accounting for its acronym, PFC-DDR. Performance comparisons with PC-DDR and other conven-
tional predictive methods confirm PFC-DDRs superiority. The thesis main idea was to come up with a model capable
of capturing the chemical and physical processes while at the same time streamlining the CTM large resolutions to
attain informative data at small-scale resolutions. The proposed methodology is described through a sequence of three
interconnected components described in Chapter 5, and in Section 3.3.4 with part of its outlined implementation me-
chanics.
The thesis contribution is two-fold - the foregoing novel approach makes a positive contribution towards global sus-
tainability and improving human livelihood and, secondly, it lays down practical foundations for knowledge extraction
from data, typically via multiple sampling and testing. It is expected that the proposed method will form a basis for
model enhancements in other applications and it is in this context that the thesis outlines potential future research
directions. In particular, it exhibits great scope for extension into predictive modelling.
1.5 Thesis Structure
This thesis is organized as follows. Four sub-sections in Chapter 1 provide the background, research questions and ob-
jectives, study rationale and motivation as well as the synopsis of the thesis’ contribution to knowledge. It is followed
in Chapter 2 by the review of the literature relating to the problem under study in which a thorough coverage of the
current state-of-affairs in environmental monitoring, tracking and prediction is provided. The chapter also provides
justifications for the thesis work by highlighting existing gaps in our data-driven environmental understanding, data
handling, sharing as well as the approaches, methods, techniques and frameworks. Chapter 3 focuses on the method-
ology - presenting four main subsections - data sources, modelling strategy, dimensional reduction and comparability
and assessment of downscaling models. Generally, the four sub-sections outline the techniques and methods adopted
in addressing the set questions via the objectives and data. Chapter 4 provides a comprehensive objective-based discus-
sions of the implementation strategy and results. It has five subsections addressing EDA, simulation and downscaling;
downscaling REAM model ground level ozone outputs; downscaling an air quality model with regularised covariance
matrix; downscaling an ensemble air quality models and performance assessment using alternative predictive methods.
Finally, concluding remarks are drawn in Chapter ??, with two sub-sections the first focusing on the thesis summary
of results, contributions and limitations while the second highlights potential future directions for research.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Air Quality Modeling
One of the key constituents of atmospheric smog is the Ground Level Ozone O3 - a colourless, reactive oxidant gas
that is formed in the air by the photo-chemical reaction of sunlight and a variety of volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
such as automobile exhaust, carbon monoxide (CO), and oxides of nitrogen (NOx). In a twenty-day continuous hourly
observation of more than 50 non-methane hydrocarbons in the Pearl River Delta (PRD) in Guangzhou, China, Wang
et al. [2008] found a high correlation between NOx, CO, and VOCs which suggested that motor vehicle exhaust were
the most dominant source. They further applied Principal component analysis (PCA) on the data from a local area and
established that reactive alkenes were more depleted than alkanes and aromatics, on the basis of which they inferred
that the air masses arriving at the local area under study were more aged in terms of photo-chemistry compared to the
source area of Guangzhou. Approaches of this nature are fundamental in downscaling for purposes of getting deeper
insights into local areas of study. What this study did not confirm, however, was the replicability of the models applied.
It is difficult, for instance, to conclude that since the indicator of their focal area of study was higher than those of the
source by about a factor of 3, then similar concentrations of ozone between source and target would yield the same
factor. Further studies are therefore needed if we are to establish more robust findings.
The ozone gas exists within two regions of the atmosphere - the stratosphere (approximately 15 to 50 kilometres above
the Earth’s surface) and the troposphere (approximately 0 to 15 kilometers above the Earth’s surface). While both types
of ozone have similar chemical compositions O3, they have extremely different effect on the ecosystem. The upper
stratospheric ozone forms a layer that protects the earth from the harmful ultraviolet rays that are produced by the sun
while, on the other hand, the tropospheric ozone is considered to be a harmful pollutant that affects the environment
and human health. Studies have shown that the exposure to elevated levels of ground-level ozone has major effects
on human health (e.g. respiratory system problems) and the environment (e.g. the reduction in vegetation and crops).
More details about the diverse effects of tropospheric ozone can be found in US EPA (2006) . Ozone concentrations
present a major issue of concern and they are a subject of regulation all around the globe. Article 11 (1) (a) of the
European Parliament Council Regulation stipulates that for any member state, the calculated level of hydrochloroflu-
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orocarbons production over the ”...period from 1 January 2010 to 31 December 2010 and in each 12-month period
thereafter until 31 December 2013 does not exceed 35% of the calculated level of its production of hydrochlorofluoro-
carbons in 1997...” [Regulation (EC) No 1005/2009 of The European Parliament and of the Council of 16 September
2009 on substances that deplete the ozone layer] . Within the Gulf Co-operation Countries (GCC) member states, of
which the author’s home country, Qatar, is a member, the Unified Guiding Regulation of 2007 [Environmental Statis-
tics Annual Report 2013, Ministry of Development Planning and Statistics (Qatar)] requires a full phase-out of the
consumption of substances depleting the ozone layer and replacing them by safe substances conforming with national
interests as outlined in the provisions of the Montreal Protocol and its amendments. It places strong regulatory condi-
tions on the import, export, storage and recycling of any substances and appliances that are potentially harmful to the
ozone layer.
In the US, the National Ambient Air Quality Standards requires that ozone levels not to exceed 0.075 parts per million
(ppm) as a measure over an 8-hour averaged period. These regulations and many others elsewhere seek to achieve
common goals centred around capturing the information in the environmental data attributes and using those outcomes
for decision making purposes, designing and implementing interventions with the ultimate goal of attaining our sus-
tainability. In other words, having accurate future ozone level forecasts will help in taking preventative actions when
the forecasts suggest that ozone would reach an unhealthy level. Consequently, with ozone considered to be such a
primary source of pollution, it is imperative that sound strategies are put in place to ensure that its concentration levels
are appropriately monitored, tracked as well as being used as inputs in predictive modelling of related phenomena.
Air quality modelling has continued to gain great importance recently, as it becomes increasingly applicable as a tool
for managing air pollution. As noted above, modelling atmospheric phenomena helps identify sources of air quality
issues, say, and so it can further be helpful in setting novel strategies for monitoring and managing pollutants con-
centrations. Technically, such goals may be achieved via simulations under new, controlled conditions based on past
and present conditions. On the basis of such simulations, future atmospheric concentrations and variations can be
predicted. Recent developments in computing power - storage, performance and communication have resulted in the
development of state-of-the-art air quality models with enormous capacity to simulate atmospheric variables and make
projections. In the following exposition, we explore some of the general aspects of downscaling with respect to air
quality modelling and we highlight potential novel paths to air quality modelling enhancement.
2.2 Downscaling in Air Quality Modelling
The strength of air quality models to produce simulations that well represent air pollutant emissions, is constrained
by the fact that models such as Community Multi-scale Air Quality (CMAQ) and the Regional Chemical Transport
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Model (REAM) or all those falling within the general domain of Chemical Transport Models (CTMs) have limita-
tions. The CTMs are mathematical models that use numerical techniques to simulate physical and chemical processes
of atmospheric variables (e.g. air pollutants). They use meteorological data as inputs to produce emission levels of the
atmospheric variables. In addition, these models provide spatial-temporal distribution information of these elements.
CTMs have been used for the purpose of measuring air quality (air quality models) and are built so they are able to
simulate both primary pollutants (that are emitted into the air) and secondary pollutants (that are formed from the
chemical reactions of other elements in the atmosphere). These models, as well as the conventional statistical meth-
ods, are susceptible to variations due to underlying distributional assumptions and the random nature of data used for
model training and testing. Quite related to these, are challenges of scale which, like those arising from variability,
they are directly associated with data sources.
In climate studies, Global Climate Models (GCMs) are a crucial tool to make inference on climate variables such as
temperature, precipitation, ozone concentrations, etc. Although state of the art GCMs have been developed recently,
they fail to give inference on a local level when needed, mainly because their projections are run at coarse spatial
resolutions of about a few dozen miles which limits their capability to map on vital sub-grid scale features suchlike
clouds and topography and therefore they cannot directly be used for local impact studies without being scaled down.
The science of downscaling is considered to be relatively recent (the first reference to downscaling in literature was
produced in the early 60’s of the twentieth century by Klien [1963]). The main idea of downscaling is to apply a larger,
regional, numerical model in higher spatial resolution in simulating local conditions as detailed in Wang et al. [2008].
In other words, downscaling is a technique that is used to extract high-resolution information from large/regional scale
variables. The development of downscaling coincides with the occurrence of global climate models (GCMs), which
are rather recent themselves [Benestad et al., 2008]. Benestad et al. [2008] defined downscaling as ”The process of
making a link between the state of some variables representing a large space (referred to as the ”large scale”) and
the state of some variable repressing a much smaller space (referred to as the ”small scale”)”. An example of a large
scale variable can be the circulation pattern over a region while the small scale variable can be local precipitation at
a given point. In downscaling, the link between the small scale variable and the large scale variable must be real and
based on physical relationship that relate both variables to each other and it should not be because of coincidence
or statistical convenience. The main objective of downscaling is to correct the spatial mismatch between the vari-
ables with different scales while synchronizing the time structure between them [Benestad et al., 2008]. Theoretical
foundations and practical applications of the two main forms of downscaling techniques - dynamical and statistical
are well-documented - see, for instance, Wang et al. [2008], Hay and Clark [2003] and Vrac et al. [2012]. The next
sub-sections describe the two techniques and their suitability within the scope of our research question, objectives and
potential extensions.
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2.2.1 Dynamical Downscaling
To obtain high-resolution climate patterns from relatively coarse-resolution global climate models (GCMs) with, typi-
cally, a resolution of 150-300 km by 150-300 km, for making inferences at scales of 50 km or less we need to estimate
the smaller-scale information. As graphically illustrated in Figure 2.1, Dynamical Downscaling reduces a global pat-
tern to a local pattern and, as shown here, it involves nesting of a high resolution Regional Climate Model (RCM)
within the region of an existing GCM which, typically, requires air quality simulations - with one major drawback
being spatial resolution. RCMs extract regional information at a fine scale within the coarse scale information of a
GCM [Jenkins and Barron, 1997] and, like GCMs, they are dynamical - the difference being that RCMs are defined on
a specific small region on the atmosphere and contain physical information that is available within the GCM itself as
well as in some regional specific (local) data. Thus, RCMs benefit from local and physical information to reproduce
high resolution climate variables that is well represented physically (as it is consistent with the GCM). Despite the
popularity of dynamical models, they have been associated with some major disadvantages as summarised below.
• Dynamical models are computationally demanding and expensive.
• It is difficult to relate the boundary conditions of the coarse GCM resolution to that of the local finer RCM.
• Since RCMs are derived from GCMs, they tend to inherit the systematic biases and errors that exist within the
GCM.
Statistical Downscaling provides an alternative that is not only computationally inexpensive, but also provides a much
finer resolution information at an even smaller scale than the RCM [Wang et al., 2010].
Figure 2.1: Downscaling regional large scale information to local scale information (http://www.earthsystemcog.org)
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2.2.2 Statistical Downscaling
Statistical downscaling methods are based on statistical relationships between observed small-scale variables (as out-
put) and large-scale variables (as inputs). They are becoming increasingly popular among the climate modelling com-
munity because they have shown satisfactory performance in obtaining climate information at a station level [Wang
et al., 2010]. Their applications can take different forms - but generally, they assume the multivariate relationship that
links the global to the local variables via a quantifiable function of the form
Local Scale Climate Observation (Response) = F(Large Scale Climate Outputs)
The function feeds the large-scale variables into the model to estimate the corresponding small-scale output, forming
relationships that are used to derive local data attributes from the global GCM data model. A graphical illustration of
this relationship is shown in Figure 2.2 and, as noted above, it is computationally inexpensive and so it is quite appro-
priate when computational resources for locations are limited [Wilby et al., 2004]. Its process consists of two main
steps: Specification of the statistical relationships between the global and local climate variables and the generation
of local station-level outputs using previously specified functions. Inevitably, the selected linkage function should be
as accurate as possible in representing the relationship between the variables of interest and the set of chosen climate
predictors. Furthermore, the selected predictors must be carefully chosen such that they best describe the climate vari-
ables of interest. Both points are fundamentally important because they directly impinge on the downscaling model
performance. In other words, statistical downscaling faces all classical challenge of addressing the issue of variability.
Classification of Statistical Downscaling
Classification of statistical downscaling is described in Wilby et al. [2004]; Giorgi et al. [2001] and Chen et al. [2010]
with the main categories being Weather Data Generators, Weather Classifications and Regression Methods. Ap-
parently, depending on the purpose, nature, or scope, other classifications can be made. Based on our research question
and objectives, we can consider classifying statistical downscaling in a much broader, yet more practical, sense - i.e.,
unsupervised and supervised models which, essentially, relates to each of the three categories.
1. Weather Generators: According to Wilks and Wilby [1999], these are statistical models of observed weather
sequences which are designed to reproduce attributes of local climate parameters such as mean and variance.
Based on those parameters the models can generate long-term weather time series of meteorological variables
for modelling, say, daily precipitation and other climate variables such as temperature, relative humidity and
solar radiation. The most commonly used weather generator methods are Markov Chains [Wilks, 1999], spell
length methods [Racsko et al., 1991] as well as all forms of stochastic processes. Weather generation approaches
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become amenable to statistical downscaling when the model parameters are conditioned on large-scale atmo-
spheric variables. In this case the resulting weather generator models can generate future climate information
using larger scale information obtained through simulation. They are therefore relevant to our work in that they
provide scope producing long time series of future climate change information which may form a good source
for both training and testing large ensembles and in doing so help mitigate the effect of data randomness.
2. Weather Classifications: This category of weather classification methods places records into states (classes)
based on their measure or measures of homogeneity. Usually, this is achieved using a classification technique
such as cluster analysis - for unlabelled data and classification or regression for labelled data. Consequently, the
local climate variable is related to the weather structured or classes and replicated under modified climate sce-
narios using resampling or regression functions [Wilby et al., 2004]. In other words, the relationships between
the large-scale data attributes such as atmospheric surface pressure, precipitation, wind speed etc are established
with or without a class label and the task is to either identify inherent patterns in the data or allocate new cases
to known classes. The two scenarios set the scene for unsupervised and supervised modelling. A disadvantage
of this downscaling method is not only that the characteristics of the structures are affected by spatial-temporal
variations, but also that model parameters are likely to influence the results. There are many examples of meth-
ods applied in this group - see, for instance, hybrid approaches in Frey-Buness et al. [1995] and comparative
methods as used in Chen et al. [2010]. As the ultimate purpose of downscaling is to scale down the global
environmental impact on a local area, it means that learning rules from data must yield robust outcomes that are
capable of being replicated on other local regions. To achieve this goal, randomness in training, validation and
testing data must be minimised - that is the fundamental approach adopted by this work.
3. Regression Methods: It is the underlying distributional assumptions that are mainly at fault here - that is,
assuming that specific relationships between the large scale predictors (climate model outputs) and the small
scale variables (response) hold and that they will remain so in time and space [Wilby et al., 1998]. The advantage
that regression methods provide lies in their mathematical foundations and simplicity which make them readily
applicable assuming that the underlying assumptions hold. Apparently, when these assumptions are violated,
the model performs poorly. Our work adapts regression principles with this level of understanding.
Guidelines for Statistical Downscaling
Giorgi et al. [2001] gave extensive review on the major issues of statistical downscaling. A guideline summary of the
main issues that need to be accounted for in statistical downscaling are as follows:
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• Choice of Statistical Method:
The chosen method mainly depends on the nature of the data. For example, if the data are normally distributed
then multiple regression can be employed. On the other hand, if the data are more noisy or discrete then more
complex techniques should be used.
• Choice of Predictors:
Similar to any statistical approach, the selected predictors should be physically related to the response. The
relationship between the variables are determined by the scientific knowledge and the expertise of the modellers.
The predictors must be chosen so that they best represent the climate variable of interest. Hence, the omission
of crucial predictors (either because the data is not available or because the variable is correlated with other
predictors) might lead to loss of important information or causes a fall in the model performance.
• Ability to Handle Extremes:
The majority of downscaling methods are not capable of handling extremes as well as it does when handling
other measures such as means. However, some studies are investigating possible solutions to this issue [ The
Statistical and Regional dynamical Downscaling of Extremes for European regions project ”STARDEX”, see:
http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/projects/stardex/ ].
• The Nature of the Study Region:
Wilby et al. [2004] have argued that tropical regions, such as India, might be more complicated to deal with
when downscaling. This is because these regions are affected by the ocean, hence, ocean related variables must
be considered. This indicates that a relatively large set of predictors is needed to be taken in to consideration.
• Downscaling Model Evaluation:
Statistical downscaling is a data-oriented technique. The model is established using a sufficient size of training
(historical) data. To be able to reach reliable results, the model adequacy needs to be validated by using an
independent dataset to evaluate the model skill.
Further details on downscaling guidelines and issues are provided by Giorgi et al. [2001] and Wilby et al. [2004].
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Figure 2.2: An illustrative plot of Statistical Downscaling
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2.3 Comparability of Air Quality Downscaling Methods
As noted above, downscaling extracts high-resolution information from large/regional scale variables produced by
numerical models. Many downscaling methods are available but pertain mostly to the climate modelling community.
Statistical downscaling is based on developing a statistical relationship between observed small-scale variables (pre-
dictands) and large-scale variables (predictors) from a numerical model. The main advantage of statistical downscaling
methods is that they are computationally inexpensive and appropriate when computational resources are limited [Wilby
et al., 2004].
Statistical downscaling techniques have been used in the literature to model and forecast ground-level ozone (Sahu
et al. [2007]) and despite having found to be satisfactory in predicting ozone, they do not capture the chemical and
physical processes as well as CTMs. Using Bayesian approach to downscale air quality has gained momentum recently
(Berrocal et al. [2009], Berrocal et al. [2010], and Berrocal et al. [2011]). Usually, this approach is prioritised due to
its mechanics that effectively allows it to convert currently available information (a priori) into predictions (posteriori)
and recursively using the latter as newly gained knowledge to generate novel predictions.
2.3.1 Regression-based Techniques
Regression-based downscaling is a widely applied downscaling method in practice. It formalizes mathematically the
relationship between large-scale predictors and the small-scale predictand. Generally, CTMs produce simulations of
climatological variables at large resolution, but as computing power increases CTMs’ capability to produce forecasts
on a relatively small resolution increases (Eder et al. [2009], Lee et al. [2009] and Ngan et al. [2012]). Their forecasts
are averaged over a grid cell and although some provide forecasts at a fine grid cell resolution, in practice, point-
specific information is required because of potential spatial variations.
One approach that can improve CTM forecasts is to combine the actual observations (usually produced by monitoring
stations) with the CTM outputs. However, the model outputs and the actual ozone observations have different scales
and so to overcome the issue of differences in scale, downscaling the model output to a point resolution can be con-
ducted. This approach was adopted by Guillas et al. [2008], where the authors applied a two-step regression technique
to downscale an air quality model in order to improve local forecasts at monitoring stations from the Atlanta area. This
improved ozone forecasts by up to 25% compared to the direct use of the numerical model.
The nature of atmospheric variables (such as ozone) is highly affected by regional conditions. CTMs produce gridded
outputs, and downscaling by relating the local variable with its corresponding gridded outputs might yield an inaccu-
rate forecast. To overcome this, one might consider using multiple regression and take all available gridded outputs
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into account when determining the downscaling model. Many downscaling studies often involves the use of multiple
regression to downscale air quality models [Murphy, 1999], but usually when the number of predictors is relatively
large, this may produce unstable results when the predictors are correlated (multicollinearity) and might raise other
model fitting issues such over-fitting. To overcome these problems, dimensional reduction techniques such as Princi-
pal Component Analysis (PCA) can be used to reduce the dimensionality of predictors (while maintaining essential
information from the original date) and to eliminate multicollinearity.
2.3.2 Dimensional Reduction Techniques
A number of studies in the climate literature make use of PCA downscaling, see, for instance, Kim et al. [1984],
Kidson and Thompson [1998], Hessami et al. [2008]. Other approaches include combining predictor variables as
in Benestad [2002b] who downscaled temperatures over Northern Europe by jointly reducing dimensions of several
spatial predictors. Even in the foregoing cases, the extracted components or number of combined variables are strictly
a function of the data used in the modelling process. Further, the optimum number of components and their inter-
pretations are both subject to interpretation, which inevitably entails variability. Although the application of PCA
downscaling have shown satisfactory results in literature, there are concerns regarding the use of PC as predictors in
a regression model. First, PCs are obtained from the predictors only without reference to the response variable. This
makes PCs informative when the objective of the study is to identify why and how the predictors are related amongst
each other (interdependence relationship). Second, PCs are not invariant (remains unchanged under some transforma-
tion) or equivariant (changes in a convenient way under some transformations) under full rank linear transformations
of the predictors. This raises a problem when the predictors are in different scales. Hence, to overcome this issue the
regression dimension technique should take into account these concerns. One approach will be to use Principal Fitted
Components (PFCs). PFCs as a dimension reduction approach was first presented by Cook [2007]. PFCs have two
major advantages over PCs when used as a dimension reduction in regression. They can be tailored to the value of the
response if the response value is known and they are equivariant under full rank transformation of the predictors.
To our knowledge, there is no application of Principal Fitted Components (PFC) regression [Cook, 2007] as a down-
scaling method in the literature. This work presents the first of such application, where we downscale an air quality
model using a novel statistical downscaling approach that relies on enhanced mechanics of the PFC. Like its prede-
cessor, the PCA, the PFC reduces the dimension of predictors in a regression model, but the reduction is done with
reference to the values of the predictand.
We downscale an air quality model using PFC regression and compare the predictive ability of this technique to other
downscaling techniques that are widely used in literature: multiple linear regression and PC regression. In the geo-
physical sciences, PCs are also called Empirical Orthogonal Functions EOFs [Lorenz, 1956]. Indeed, EOFs are spatial
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PCs corresponding to the space-time variations of a quantity over a specific region. We introduce here a new kind of
EOFs: Fitted Empirical Orthogonal Functions (F-EOFs). F-EOFs are spatial Principal Fitted Components (PFCs) that
represent space-time variations over a region but are associated with a particular location through the use of inverse
regression. The general method was developed by Cook [2007]; it consists of obtaining principal components with
reference to the response variable. PFCs are computed by performing PCA using the covariance matrix of fitted values
that results from the inverse regression of the predictors on a vector valued function of the response. The simulation
studies in Cook [2007] indicate that PFCs outperformed PCs as a regression dimension reduction technique and that
PFC regression models exhibit better predictive ability than the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) and PC regression mod-
els. In a follow up study Cook and Forzani [2008] presented a comprehensive theory of PFCs and further explained
the advantages PFCs has (as a regression dimension reduction method) over PCs. The authors also identified the rela-
tionship between the PFC regression model and other methods (i.e. sliced inverse regression, partial and ordinary least
squares, and seeded reductions). Johnson [2008] analyzed the properties of PFCs and derived some theoretical proper-
ties. He studied Cook’s simulation results and argued that PFCs outperformed PCs under Cook’s model assumptions.
Finally, Cook and Li [2009] extended the PFC methodology to regressions with categorical predictors or a mixture of
categorical and continuous predictors.
The covariance matrix is an essential estimate in many multivariate dimension reduction statistical methods and, in
most applications, the target is not to estimate the covariance matrix itself, rather than it is required to build up other
estimators and hence carry out the analysis. The matrix is also the key tool used in dimension reduction using prin-
cipal components and, additionally, it is used to explore the independence and conditional dependence between the
variables in exploratory data analysis (EDA). In many applications data may not have a natural order. In this case, the
covariance matrix estimation techniques must be invariant to variable permutations.
In many applications involving high dimensional data, the resulting covariance matrix is also high-dimensional and
so reliability becomes a function of the sample size - that is, the sample covariance matrix is not a good estimator of
the population covariance matrix if the ratio pn is not small, where p denotes the number of variables and n is the size
of the sample. This has been explained extensively in the literature of matrix theory, see Johnstone [2001], El Karoui
[2007], Furrer and Bengtsson [2007], and Paul [2007]. It was already pointed out by Dempster [1969] that estimators
that were obtained as a scalar multiples of the sample covariance matrix have a tendency to distort the eigenstructure
of the population covariance matrix if the ratio pn is large. Thus using it as a dimensional-reduction tool in techniques
like PCA or PFC requires that the estimated sample covariance matrix in use to be reliable and a good representative of
the population covariance. Thus, with high-dimensional data we should always look to improve the covariance matrix
estimates to become more reliable estimators of the population covariance. Hence, an alternative and more reliable
estimator of the sample covariance matrix is needed when we are dealing with high dimensional data.
Many alternative estimators of the covariance matrix have been proposed in the literature for high dimensional prob-
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lems. One class of estimators depends on the fact that the data in hand have an ordered nature. In other words,
this particular class of estimators is used when variables that are close are strongly correlated and variables that far
a part are weakly correlated. Examples of such data are: longitudinal data, time series, spatial data, and many more.
Estimators for such data have been discussed extensively. For instance, Wu and Pourahmadi [2003] proposed a non-
parametric estimate of the covariance matrix of longitudinal data. Their estimator was constructed using the coefficient
of a linear regression of each variable on its predecessors. This has helped in maintaining the positive definiteness of
the estimated matrix. A widely used technique for estimating the covariance matrix of an ordered data is by banding
or tapering the sample covariance matrix. This method has been discussed in Bickel and Levina [2004], Bickel and
Levina [2008], El Karoui [2007], Furrer and Bengtsson [2007], and Rothman et al. [2009].
Bickel and Levina [2008] proposed a method to estimate the covariance in such cases by significantly thresholding
small elements of the sample covariance matrix to zero, thus, yielding a sparse and more improved estimates. The
upper hand of regularizing the covariance matrix by thresholding lies in its simplicity and cost effectiveness in terms
of computational time. It also has some theoretical advantages over other techniques with its major downside being
that it does not guarantee positive definiteness of the obtained estimate.
Other techniques depend on providing an estimator using the inverse of the covariance matrix rather than the covari-
ance matrix itself. These methods are mainly based on regularizing the Cholesky factor of the inverse of the covariance
matrix. They make use of the fact that the entries of the Cholesky factor has a regression interpretation. This allows
the use of regression regularization tools such as ridge regression and Lasso penalties, see Wu and Pourahmadi [2003]
and Huang et al. [2006]. Bayesian regularization of the Cholesky factor of the inverse also have been proposed by
Smith and Kohn [2002] while Wong et al. [2003] have discussed a bayesian technique for regularizing the inverse of
the covariance matrix. In the exposition, we outline its key characteristics, classification, underlying assumptions and
general guidelines.
2.4 Handling Variability and Uncertainty
Air quality models have shown satisfactory results in forecasting air quality variables, however, the uncertainties that
rise in these models limit the reliability of the resulted forecasts. One possible source of the model uncertainty lies
within the model’s input parameters such as, emissions, land use, meteorological fields, etc [Hanna et al., 1998]. This
is because forecasts are created based on previous observations that are fed to the model to produce the best forecast.
This means that the slightest error in the initial input of the model could lead to a larger error in the forecast. Thus,
there will always be a limit to the forecasting reliability of the air quality model. Another source of model uncertainty
is the deficiency in capturing the physical and chemical parameterization, such as, chemical mechanism, biogenic
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emissions, etc [Mallet and Sportisse, 2006]. The natural and random fluctuations in the atmosphere is another cause of
uncertainties. The latter source of uncertainty is impossible to control. Due to these nontrivial uncertainties, forecasts
that are produced by air quality models need to be assessed and cross validated to estimate their reliability.
Several techniques have been used to assess the uncertainties of air quality models. For example, Schmidt [2002]
estimated local uncertainties by differentiating model outputs with respect to the model input; Hanna et al. [2001] used
standard probability density functions and Solazzo et al. [2012] and Vautard et al. [2009] used ensemble modelling
methods. The scientific community focusing on climatology has not had many studies circumventing issues of data
randomness. The very nature of climatology is spatial-temporal and yet literature is devoid of modelling methods that
are robust to variations in this context. Thus, in the light of existing literature and knowledge, this work highlights the
way forward by first setting the scene for point-specific forecasts based on functional relationships that derive from
combined ideas of statistical and CTM downscaling nature. Moreover, there exist a great deal of uncertainty within
CTM simulations due to some input and model parameterization resources. An ensemble of CTM models can be used
to overcome the uncertainty issue. This would raise another concern, which is the need for a single combined local
forecast that well represents the atmospheric variable of interest.
2.4.1 Building Ensemble Models
An ensemble is a set of numerical models that slightly differ from each other in their initial conditions or formulations.
Its relevance to the typically chaotic and highly variable atmosphere is therefore self-explanatory. In addition to data
randomness, single air quality models have two possible sources of uncertainty - the initial conditions of the model
(usually chosen under specific assumptions which are likely to be violated, such as the natural state of atmospheric
conditions) and the construction of the model itself. This uncertainty is more pronounced in standard air quality mod-
els which are usually constructed a priori based on mathematical equations that were solved numerically. Ensemble
modelling circumvents this problem as they are created using models with different initial conditions and formulations,
hence they are capable of averaging out a range of uncertainties by taking into account all sources of uncertainty. The
reasoning here is that the variations amongst the ensemble members predictions can be used as an uncertainty mea-
surement of the forecasts. Ensembles can be built either by different forecast models which have the same modelling
platform or with perturbations of input parameters of a single model [Damien and Mallet, 2010]. A set of ensemble
forecasts produced using different forecasting models is referred to as multi-model ensemble forecasting [Zhou and
Du, 2010] while, on the other hand, a set obtained based on various initial conditions or different physical or chemical
parameters of single forecasting model, the ensemble is said to be stochastic.
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2.4.2 Addressing Distribution-related Issues in Ensemble Modelling
It is rather obvious that direct comparison of the set of ensemble forecasts with the actual observations is not a straight-
forward task. This issue can be resolved when ensemble members results are combined in a new single prediction value
which is expected to have a lower prediction error as each member’s errors, hopefully, cancel each other to some ex-
tend [Vautard et al., 2009] - we come back to the implementation of this approach in Section 3.3.4.
One simple and widely used ensemble combination approach in air quality studies is the ensemble mean, where the
average of the ensemble members is used for straightforward comparison with the actual air quality measurements. For
obvious reasons, using the ensemble mean has produced good predictive performance in several studies. For example,
Delle Monache and Stull [2003] used the average of an air quality multi-model ensemble to improve the forecasts
of ozone in western Europe. They compared the performances of averaged ensembles with individual models and
concluded that the ensembles outperform single models by significant margins. There are many other studies with
similar conclusions - see, for instance, McKeen et al. [2007] and Van Loon et al. [2007b]. However, it is important to
note that, although the ensemble averaging has shown good results, much of its performance can be attributed to the
distributional behaviour of the data. For instance, the mean is sensitive to extreme values within ensemble members
and if there are outliers in the data which could not be detected, results are not going to be reliable. To overcome
the foregoing issue, some studies have adopted the use of the ensemble median - with good predictive performance
reported by Galmarini et al. [2004] and Monteiro et al. [2013]. However, using the median to combine ensemble
forecasts comes with the assumption that ensemble members are equally weighted and because of this, the median
might not be a very good criterion for the ensemble.
One way of getting around the foregoing ensemble-related issues would be to assign varying weights to each member.
There are various ways in literature by which weights can be determined. One way is to use regression methods to
obtain weight coefficients for each model within the ensemble such that the linear combination of a weighted ensemble
members is used to investigate the forecasting ability of the ensemble. Krishnamurti et al. [2000] used the multiple
regression approach to obtain weight coefficients from a super-ensemble - i.e., an ensemble built from a set of multi-
model ensembles that have been adjusted according to their biases - of precipitation forecasts. The authors regressed
each ensemble member forecast within against the observation. Then they obtained varying weights by minimizing
the least square errors between the model and the observation. This was applied at all geographical locations (grid
points) and the results indicated that the weighted ensemble outperformed all single models in forecasting precipita-
tion. Pagowski et al. [2005] replicated the technique on an ensemble of seven air quality models to improve ozone
predictions over eastern US and southern Canada and the results concluded that the weighted ensemble outperformed
the average ensemble and any single model therein. Again, it is important to note that this technique is distribution-
dependent.
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Bayesian methods have also been used to combine ensemble members - most notably the Bayesian Model Averag-
ing (MBA) method introduced by Raftery et al. [2005]. The BMA technique combines different models within an
ensemble by assigning weights to each model based on their probabilistic information [Monteiro et al., 2013]. The
weights are obtained based on the probability density functions (PDFs) of the models [Raftery et al., 2005] and based
on a pre-specified training period. The weights are assigned to each model such that the models with better forecasts
of the measure of interest get the highest weights [Monteiro et al., 2013]. Theoretical details of the BMA method
are provided in Raftery et al. [2005]. The method has been widely adopted in many studies to combine ensemble
forecasts and calibrate forecasting abilities of models - see, for instance, Raftery et al. [2005], Duan et al. [2007],
Sloughter et al. [2010] and Sloughter et al. [2012]). Chandler [2013] presented a Bayesian framework for combining
multi-model outputs which emphasized the strength and weaknesses of each model by assigning varying weights to
each model taking into account prior knowledge of existing conditions as well as available information in the historical
data attributes. The framework accounts for biases between the models and real climate data and it forms a basis for
developing statistical models between the multi-model and the actual observations by combining the weighted models.
2.4.3 Assessing Uncertainty in Ensembles by Downscaling
Despite the high level of sophistication of air quality ensembles in addressing uncertainties in the models, spatial
resolution remains an issue of concern. The models produce forecasts at coarse spatial resolution and since locations
are unlikely to have the same amount of atmospheric variable concentrations, a higher spatial resolution forecast is
needed. The method of combining the ensemble forecasts have succeeded in improving the predictive performance of
the models, however, the combined forecast is produced over a large scale grid cell and in application forecasts at a
specific location is required. In order to improve ensemble predictions and overcome the spatial resolution differences
between what is actually needed and what the ensemble produces, statistical downscaling can be applied.
So far we have seen how statistical downscaling aims to improve air quality models forecasts by reproducing them at
a higher spatial resolution using a statistical model. The main advantage ensemble downscaling has over downscaling
a single model is the fact that the former takes into account models uncertainty (due to parameterization and input
data). Hence, downscaled ensemble predictions maintain all available atmospheric information and have a finer spatial
resolution at the same time. But as we discussed, elements of uncertainty still remain within the ensemble model
constructs.
Downscaling of air quality ensembles have been discussed extensively in literature. A widely used ensemble technique
is regression, see Feddersen and Andersen [2005], Kryzhov [2012], and Min et al. [2011]. Bayesian methods have
also been employed in ensemble downscaling, see Coelho et al. [2006]. A combination of regression and Bayesian
techniques in downscaling ensembles have shown good results however there is always room for improvement. Our
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work’s contribution to knowledge picks up from these achievements to develop a robust downscaling model with
minimal sensitivity to variability.
Ensemble downscaling using a combined ensemble forecasts (e.g. ensemble mean) or all ensemble members is quite
a popular approach. When downscaling a combined ensemble output in this way important information based on
the parameterization of each model might not be accounted for very well. An alternative way would be to consider
all ensemble members outputs when downscaling, while this method takes into account uncertainties, it raises the
issue of multi-collinearity among predictors. To overcome these issues, dimension reduction methods can be used to
ensure that no important information on uncertainty is lost. Some studies have used PCA to reduce the dimension of
the ensemble members and then carry out the downscaling. For example, Benestad [2002b] used common EOFs to
downscale multi-model ensemble of temperature scenarios over northern Europe, he employed the EOF method as
described in Benestad [2001]. The same technique was employed in Benestad [2002a] to downscale a multi-model
of temperature and precipitation. To our knowledge there is not extensive work about the use of dimension reduction
methods when downscaling ensembles. In the next chapter we outline our general methodology to addressing the
research question based on the objectives as listed in Section 1.2. More specifically, the chapter outlines the mechanics
of our contribution to knowledge which build upon the methods discussed above.
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Chapter 3: Data Sources and Methodology
This chapter outlines the path towards answering the research question in Section 1.2. It provides a comprehensive
description of the data sources and study areas; the adopted modelling strategy and the modelling methods used. It sets
off from the premises that results from downscaled air quality models are susceptible to variability and uncertainty that
arise from both data and the modelling process - hence the need for plausibility of both data and models. Cook [2007]
recounts the arguments on how plausible it is to use the response variable to develop the predictors between prominent
statisticians - R. A. Fisher, F. Mosteller and J. W. Tukey being skeptical of nature’s malice to relate the response to the
least important Principal Components and D. R. Cox, H. Hotelling, D. M. Hawkins and L. P. Fatti being open to the
idea that in nature it is helpful to use the response to choose the predictors. Our adopted methodology refrains from
the foregoing philosophical debate and focuses on the position that variability, as discussed above, stems from two
sources - data randomness and the modelling techniques employed. Thus, developing robust models for air quality
inevitably requires guaranteeing three vital aspects of modelling - data quality, model resilience and concept drifting
of the two. In other words, we need adaptability of modelling approaches to changing spatial-temporal conditions.
The methodology is developed within the context of a typical data modelling scenarios that involves either unlabelled
(unsupervised) or labelled (supervised) data with the adopted strategy focusing on methods that have the potential
for fulfilling the foregoing aspects - that is, methods capable of learning rules from data and utilising them to new
cases. The chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.1 identifies the sources of data used in the analyses and it briefly
outlines the collection methods and their amenability to answering the research question. From section 3.2 onwards
the adopted modelling strategy encapsulates aspects of downscaling for labelled and unlabelled data - i.e., from key
assumptions through Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) to dimension reduction and predictive modelling are presented.
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3.1 Data Sources and Study Area
3.1.1 Data Sources and Study Area for Downscaling An Air Quality Model
The measurements are hourly ozone observations in south-eastern USA over the summer period (June-August) of
2005 at stations maintained by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Data are available for 109 monitoring
stations but some stations (in particular 15 stations) were outside or at the border of the grid cells range of the Air
Quality Model in use (REAM). As we want to relate regional patterns of ozone to local observations, we discarded
these 15 stations and carried out the analysis for the remaining 94 stations, shown in Figure 3.1. Since some of the
stations had missing values (4.5% missing in all) we use linear interpolation to estimate the missing values. Ozone
24 hours ahead predictions are obtained from REAM model. REAM produces forecasts within 104 grid cells (which
cover the south-eastern region in the US) with 70 km spatial resolution. Out of the 104 and grid cells 5 overlap with
the sea, as shown in Figure 3.1. We do not consider these grid cells in our study. The data were highly skewed for
some of the stations [see figure 3.2] and, as this could distort the relationships in the models build under distributional
assumptions, the ozone data were converted to square root scale to remove the skewness. Further, prior to carrying
out the analyses, the data were centred to avoid the non-stationary features that would prevent proper application of
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Figure 3.1: Ozone monitoring stations (×) and REAM grid cells (circles).
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Figure 3.2: Histogram of ozone observations for stations 7 and 13. The plots on the left panel show the ozone
observations on original scale and the plots on the right panel show the ozone observations on square root scale
The REAM Modeling System
REAM stand for the Regional chEmical trAnsport Model (Choi, Wang, Cunnold, T., Shim, Luo, Eldering, Bucsela and
Gleason [2008]; Choi, Wang, Zeng, Cunnold, Yang, Martin, Chance, Thouret and E. [2008]; Wang et al. [2006, 2009];
Zeng et al. [2006]; Zhao et al. [2009, 2010]). It adopts the photochemical, dry deposition, and biogenic emission mod-
ules from the GEOS-CHEM model, see Bey et al. [2001] and references therein. It uses the same model setup by Choi,
Wang, Zeng, Cunnold, Yang, Martin, Chance, Thouret and E. [2008] over North America. Anthropogenic and bio-
genic emission algorithms and inventories are adapted from the GEOS-CHEM model (Choi et al. [2005]; Choi, Wang,
Cunnold, T., Shim, Luo, Eldering, Bucsela and Gleason [2008]). One exception is that the emissions of NOx, CO,
and ≥ C4 alkanes over the US are prepared by Sparse Matrix Operator Kernel Emissions (SMOKE) model [Houyoux
et al., 2000] for 2005 projected from the VISTAS 2002 emission inventory.
REAM uses the National Center for Atmospheric Research/Penn State MM5 dynamical model to provide the meteo-
rological fields using four-dimensional data assimilation based on the National Center for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP) reanalysis and surface observations. The REAM model used in this study has 70 km horizontal resolution
with 21 vertical layers in the troposphere. The five extra grids on each side of the REAM domain are for minimiz-
ing potential transport anomalies near the boundary. The 2005 summertime GEOS-CHEM global chemical transport
model (version 7.2) simulations are used to specify initial and boundary conditions for trace gases for June-August
2005 time period. The regional simulations are carried out in the last two weeks of May for spin up, and used to
determine the initial chemical condition in the troposphere for the June-August 2005 simulation.
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3.1.2 Data Sources and Study Area for Downscaling An Ensemble of Air Quality Models
We use ground level ozone measurements obtained from the Air Base database which provides ozone concentrations
in µg/m3. We retain network stations that have sufficient amount of data so accordingly we discarded stations that
has more that 100 missing values. There are three different classifications for the measurement networks: urban,
suburban, and rural monitoring stations. Since sources and the buildings are mostly in urban areas, we would expect
that downscaling is better illustrated for these stations, and hence we restrict our analysis to urban locations within
France. There are a total of 116 urban stations (after discarding stations with more than 100 missing observations).
For computational convenience we randomly select 35 station across France as shown in Figure 3.3. As summer is the
most polluted season, our analyses were confined on summer months only (June to August 2001). An off-the-shelf
ensemble containing 107 members generated by Damien and Mallet [2010] over all of Europe with a 0.5◦horizontal
resolution is used. The ensemble produces hourly ozone forecasts for the full year of 2001 over 3082 grid cells that
covers all of the European region. The available data are significantly large which makes performing the analysis is
computationally expensive and challenging. Hence we will restrict our analysis on France only as it contains many
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Figure 3.3: Ozone urban monitoring stations (×) and Ensemble grid cells (dots).
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The Polyphemus Modeling System:
The Polyphemus system is an ensemble forecasting system of air quality measurements that was development by
Mallet and Sportisse [2006]. It is composed of three contents:
1. AtmoData library, which is a library of physical parameters that contains several parameterizations [Mallet and
Sportisse, 2005].
2. The Polair3D chemistry transport model [Boutahar et al., 2004].
3. Programs that extract the input parameters from the AtmoData library.
The Polyphemus system was run by Damien and Mallet [2010] to generate an ensemble across Europe to forecast
many atmospheric measurements such as, ozone and NO2. The simulated models were created by using the following
parameterization and input data options:
1. Physical Parameterization:
• Land use cover.
• Chemistry.
• Cloud attenuation.
• Critical relative humidity.
• Vertical diffusion coefficient(Kz).
• Deposition Velocity.
• Coefficient Ra (for aerodynamic resistance in deposition velocities).





• First layer height.
• Vertical wind diagnosis.
• Minimal Kz .
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• Minimal Kz in urban areas.
• Vertical application of minimal Kz .
• Exponent p to compute Kz .
• Boundary layer height.
For a detailed explanation of each parameter and how they were chosen to create the ensemble see Damien and
Mallet [2010]. Ensembles created by using the Polyphemus system have an advantage of taking into account all
sources of uncertainties at once: input data, physical parameterization and numerical options. This means that each
member within the ensemble is a chemistry transport model on its own. An ensemble that contains 101 members
was generated by modifying the stated physical parameterization and input data in the Polair3D air quality model.
A detailed description on the ensemble generation process is stated in Damien and Mallet [2010]. The models are
built for the year 2001 across Europe over (10.75◦W, 22.75◦E) ×(34.75◦N, 57.75◦N) at a 0.5◦horizontal resolution.
In addition six reference models (that were generated ”by hand” as a combination of a pre-specified options) were
included in the ensemble. The properties and the performance of the ensemble have been analyzed extensively in
Damien and Mallet [2010].
3.2 Modelling Strategy
Linking up small and large scale variables involves relating the variables to one another, extracting the inferences that
arise from those relationships and drawing statistically sound conclusions. The main purpose of downscaling is to
correct the spatial-temporal mismatch among the variables while abiding by the fundamental theoretical foundations.
This section describes the mechanics of some of the alternative methods to our own that were applied to the data. The
sections highlights the methods suitability within the scope of our research question, objectives and their comparability
to the proposed approach. The adopted downscaling strategies are essentially statistical and like all statistical tech-
niques, there are essential assumptions that need to be taken into consideration prior to performing the downscaling.
We shall be guided by the three main statistical downscaling assumptions identified by Giorgi et al. [2001] as follows
3.2.1 Key Statistical Downscaling Assumptions
1. The chosen large scale predictors should be related to the local response variable realistically. Furthermore,
the predictors should be available at a spatial scale that covers the region of the downscaled response. Thus,
the predictors must be selected such that they are realistically relevant to the climate response and spatially well
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represented by the climate model. This indicates that the climate model needs to be verified that it can provide
the variable at an adequate spatial domain. Whether it is to determine the variables responsible for the highest
variation in data or the best predictors of a phenomenon under study, variable selection is always central to the
process. Hammami et al. [2012] compared logistic regression - a combination of forward selection and back-
ward elimination - with variants of the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) based on the
original ideas in Tibshirani [1996]. Not surprisingly, their findings prioritised the latter due to its computational
advantages which, apparently arise from its underlying assumptions. Our work seeks to circumvent this issue.
2. The selected transfer function should hold and stay valid for different climate conditions [Giorgi et al.,
2001]. This means that the established relationship between the predictors and the predictand must remain valid
at time periods outside the fitting period time range (when the model was established). For this reason, an in-
dependent set of observational data that are well apart from the original fitted period is needed to validate the
model adequacy. This can be achieved by splitting the climate model outputs into two sets of present and future
data. The downscaling equation is built using the present dataset. Then the model validity is tested by using
the future dataset [Giorgi et al., 2001]. Due to inherent randomness in data, this approach is still susceptible
to variability. Introducing spatial-temporal adaptive parameters can achieve more accurate and robust results.
Laflamme et al. [2016] applied a CDF transformation function to local-level daily precipitation extremes, down-
scaling 58 locations in New England and calculating 25-year return levels from projected distribution of extreme
precipitation local-level, they concluded that there had not been significant increases over the period. In com-
paring predicted with historical distributions they estimated uncertainty using three procedures - a parametric
bootstrapping with mean corrected confidence intervals, a non-parametric bootstrapping with bias corrected and
acceleration intervals and a Bayesian model. Our work follows in their footsteps but rather than deriving results
from distributional differences, we introduce tuneable parameters that serve to adapt the models with respect to
concept drift - i.e, changing assumptions and conditions.
3. The selected set of predictors must be an accurate representation of the downscaled climate variable. As
mentioned above, variable selection methods (such as stepwise regression) might be used to eliminate essential
predictors that could be beneficial in representing the future climate changes. As the techniques rely on the
information in the data attributes, distributional assumptions remain fundamental to these models accuracy and
reliability. Adopting a Bayesian approach that recursively computes prior and posterior probabilities in multi-
sampled data potentially yields more accurate and robust outcomes. This idea derives from the original work by
Jeong et al. [2013] who used a spatial interpolation approach, initialising the process by the initial observation
site precipitation series, in order to establish a physical and/or statistical relationships between the simulated
GCM grid point and precipitations and the observed local site precipitation series. Such relationships can be
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established via multiple applications of dimensional-reduction methods.
3.2.2 Regression Analysis: The Basis for Statistical Downscaling
Regression analysis provides the primary insight into statistical downscaling in consideration of both labelled and
unlabelled data characterised by variability as discussed above. Based on a simple illustration, given a response y and
predictors x1, x2, · · · , xp, the parameters β0, β1, · · · , βp in the basic linear regression model
yi = β0 + β1xi1 + β2xi2 + · · ·+ βpxip + i (3.1)
are determined from available data - usually called training set. Computation of these parameters is based on the








Once the regression parameters are obtained, Equation 3.1 can be used to predict the response value for given values
of the predictors. Our strategy proceeds on the basis of this simple understanding. In particular, we consider the
unlabelled data case - in which the goal is to uncover inherent structures in the data matrix X as well as the labelled
case whereby the data attributes in the data matrix X provide rules of associations with the label Y. Regression-based
downscaling was accomplished by fitting a simple linear regression model for each station individually in Section
3.1.1, regressing hourly ozone observations on the grid cell that includes the station using the following model
Ot = β0 + β1Mt + t (3.3)
where the response variable, Ot, represent hourly ozone observations, Mt is the REAM model output of the grid cell
that include the station, β0 and β1 are regression model parameters and are estimated by the method of least squares,
and t is an error vector with mean 0 and a constant variance σ2. The model in Equation 3.3 is fitted to the historical
data, and then used to predict hourly ozone observations. Forecast accuracy is measured by the root mean square error




Recognising that spatial-temporal variability is an issue of concern and that statistical downscaling is a data-hungry
approach, data quality becomes of paramount importance as it is the main source of variability. Our objectives in
Section 1.2 are set to reflect the foregoing reality. Further, understanding the overall behaviour of the data at hand
and gaining insight into the interactions of the data attributes will provide a basis for unsupervised learning while
proper interpretations of the identified structures lead provide further insights, model comparability through training,
validation and testing using multiple modelling techniques is the only way to confirm the results. Our modelling
techniques are therefore chosen to reflect the foregoing characteristics. More specifically, we look at the dimensional
reduction of data and predictive modelling in the Bayesian context. Finally, implementation to PFC models with
multiple sampling from the data is adopted for the purpose of addressing variability. The material in this section are
organised as follows. Section 3.3.1 presents the main ideas of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and highlights
its relevance to downscaling. It is followed, in Section 3.3.2 by the Principal Fitted Components (PFC) - a version
of PCA that makes use of the response variable [Cook and Forzani, 2008]. Section 3.3.3 present the a methodology
to performing PFC downscaling via a regularized covariance matrix. Section 3.3.4 presents the mechanics of the
proposed PFC-based ensemble downscaling method followed by a Bayesian approach to compare air quality models
performances.
3.3.1 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
This section provides the basics for PCA application in downscaling and highlights the method’s key concepts -
matrix algebra, covariance, correlation matrices, eigenvalues, eigenvectors, normalisation and particularly how they
tie in with the role of the method as a downscaling tool. The technique is applied for creating new variables which
are a linear combination of the original variables [Anderson, 2003]. In particular, PCA can be applied to group
our high-dimensional data, described above, together based on a smaller number of super-variables without loss
of information. In other words, PCA seeks to transform a number of correlated variables into a smaller number of
uncorrelated variables, called Principal Components. The technique uses the correlation among variables to develop
a small set of components, which empirically summarise the correlations among them. Its main objective is to reduce
data dimensionality while retaining most of the original variability in it. That is, it seeks to reduce the number of
variables without losing important information which, in turn, helps detect naturally arising relationships among them.
Principal components are extracted in succession, with the first component accounting for as much of the variability in
the data as possible and each succeeding component accounting for as much of the remaining variability as possible.
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Specifically, PCA is concerned with explaining the variance-covariance structure of a high dimensional random vector
through a few linear combinations of the original component variables. It works by forming new variables such that
the first variable accounts for the maximum variance in the original data with the second variable accounting for the
maximum variation in the original data not accounted by the first variable while the pth variable accounts for the
maximum variation not accounted by the first p − 1 variables. Thus, the first few PCs contains significant amount of
information from the original data. PCA is a dimension reduction technique since one could use the first few PCs to
represent the original data if the number of predictors is significantly large. The extracted components are inferred
from the correlations among the number of variables, with each component being estimated as a weighted sum of the
variables. If we let X(t)=X1(t), X2(t), · · · , Xp(t) be an n× p centered matrix of predictors, where, p is the number of
predictors, and t = 1, 2, · · · , n are observations, with the covariance matrix of predictors given as
Σ =

[(X1 − µ1)(X1 − µ1)], [(X1 − µ1)(X2 − µ2)], . . . , [(X1 − µ1)(Xn − µn)]
[(X2 − µ2)(X1 − µ1)], [(X2 − µ2)(X2 − µ2)], . . . , [(X2 − µ2)(Xn − µn)]
[(X3 − µ3)(X1 − µ1)], [(X3 − µ3)(X2 − µ2)], . . . , [(X3 − µ3)(Xn − µn)]
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
[(Xn − µn)(X1 − µ1)], [(Xn − µn)(X2 − µ2)], . . . , [(Xn − µn)(Xn − µn)]

then we can think of linear combinations of the variables forming C1, C2, · · · , Cp principal components
C1 = aT1 X = a11X1 + a12X2 + · · ·+ a1pXp
C2 = aT2 X = a21X1 + a22X2 + · · ·+ a2pXp
C3 = aT3 X = a31X1 + a32X2 + · · ·+ a3pXp (3.4)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cp = aTp X = ap1X1 + ap2X2 + · · ·+ appXp
such that a1, a2, · · · , ap are the eigenvectors that correspond to the eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λp of the covariance
matrix of predictors Σ = Var(X). The a′s are known as PC directions or PC loadings - i.e., the weights associated
with each predictor. Note that from the p variables we can extract p components and, mathematically, this amounts
to solving p equations with p unknowns. The variance in the correlation matrix is repackaged into p eigenvalues,
with each eigenvalue representing the amount of variation that the component captures. Each extracted component
is a linear combination of the p variables. The first component accounts for the largest possible amount of variance.
The second component, formed from the variance remaining after that associated with the first component has been
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extracted, accounts for the second largest amount of variance, etc. It can be shown that the total variance in any




mk and so dividing the variance of a component with this total provides a
good insight as to how much contribution to variability that component makes. The principal components are extracted
with the restriction that they are orthogonal. Geometrically they may be viewed as dimensions in p-space, with each
dimension perpendicular to each of the other dimensions. Intuitively, each component is a function of random data


















The coefficients of the foregoing linear combinations form the vector
a′i =
[
ai1 ai2 ai3 . . . ai(p−1) aip
]
For component one to explain the highest variation in the data, the coefficients a11, a12, ..., a1p must be selected such








a1 subject to a′1a1 =
p∑
j=1
a21j = 1 (3.7)








a2 = 0 (3.8)
All subsequent components inherit this property, making them account for as much of the remaining variation as






















ai = 0 (3.9)










The extraction of principal components amounts to a variance maximising rotation of the original variable space.
Thus, if there are k < p variables, the kth component is computed as a weighted sum of the variables as
Ck = aTk X = ak1X1 + ak2X2 + · · ·+ akpXp
The vectors a′s are chosen such that each of the determinants of a is 1; each of the principal components,Ck maximises
Var(akXi) and Cov(akXi, arXi) = 0,∀r < k. In other words, the principal components are extracted from the linear
combinations of the original variables maximising the variance and have zero covariance with the previously extracted
components. The rotation is called variance maximising because it seeks to maximise the variability of the new
variable, while minimising the variance around it. To put this into perspective, consider our REAM model hourly
data of 2203 hourly observations over 99 grid cells which, for convenience, we denote byXij , i = 1, 2, 3, ..., 2203 and
j = 1, 2, 3, ..., 99. In this case, PCA will be seeking to reduce the 99 grid cells by generating new linear combinations
of these cells that describe the variation in the predictions in a magnitude order. The same applies to the second part
of the dataset consisting of actual ozone observations from 94 monitoring stations that scatter across the study region.
Again, here, the objective will be to extract the variability from the data as described by the 94 stations.
Practical Interpretation of PCA
Once the variance maximising line has been found, there will still be some variability around it. Thus, extraction of
components will continue by defining another line that maximises the remaining variability, and so on. By so doing,
consecutive components are extracted. As each consecutive component is based on the maximisation of the variability
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not captured by the preceding component, the resulting components are said to be independent. In other words, they
are uncorrelated or orthogonal to one another. Since we seek to reduce the number of variables, the fundamental
question is how many components we want to extract. Since the number of components is inversely related to the
amount of variability - that is, as the number of variability goes up they account for less and less variability, common
sense dictates that we stop when there is only very little random variability left. The nature of this decision is arbitrary.
In practice, it is based on a number of guidelines which depend on both the theoretical foundations of the extraction of
components and the underlying domain knowledge. PCA is applied in this study as one of the baseline techniques, so
in its interpretation we shall strive to be as thrift as we possibly can - using the Kaiser and scree plot criteria as standard.
Another important concept is that of ”loadings”. PCA amounts to transforming variables into linear combinations of
an underlying set of hypothesized or unobserved components. The resulting components may be associated with 2
or more of the original variables. Loadings relate the specific association between factors and original variables. In
particular, the concept of ”loadings” refers to the correlation between the original variables and the factors, and the key
to understanding the nature of a particular factor. Loadings derive from the magnitude of the eigenvalues associated
with the individual variables. Squared factor loadings indicate what percentage of the variance in an original variable
is explained by a component. Consequently, it is necessary to find the loadings, then solve for the factors, which will
approximate the relationship between the original variables and underlying factors.
Downscaling an Air Quality Model by Principal Component Regression
Regressing ozone observations on the grid cell that contains the station may not be very efficient as the CTM may be
misaligned and local ozone may be more closely related to regional conditions rather than the average over the grid
cell. REAM forecasts ozone levels over p = 99 grid cells, and considering all 99 cells in the regression model raises
the problems of ”over-fitting” (such a model produces a good fitting performance but poor predictive performance on
new data) and multicollinearity. A typical way to conquer this is to reduce data dimensionality - i.e., to reduce the
number of predictors some of which might be autocorrelated. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is one of the most
popular dimensional-reduction techniques in use todate. As described in Section 3.3.1, the technique can be applied to
the gird cells model output and then a few Principal Components that capture the highest variation in the original grid
cells data can be used to explain the nature of variation in the data and potentially the components can be used to form
new predictors for use in a regression model. Prior to applying PCA, the data are centred to enable the environment
for forming components from the resulting covariance matrix and also to eliminate the influence of scale. For each
station we regress hourly ozone observations on selected number of grid cell PCs. The model is defined as
Ot = α0 +
M∑
m=1
αmZm(t) + t (3.10)
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where, Ot is the model output, M < p = 99 is the number of PC scores in the model, α0, α1, · · · , αm are model
parameters, Z1(t), Z2(t), · · · , Zm(t) are PC scores, t = 1, 2, · · · , n, and t is an error vector with mean 0 and a
constant variance σ2. PCs can be used in regression to replace the original predictors. The use of PCs in regression
overcomes the problem of predictors being correlated amongst each other. Furthermore, when the number of predictors
is considerably large, few PCs can be used as regressors instead. Usually the first few PCs (the ones with the highest
variance) are selected to replace the original predictors. However, the choice of how many PCs to consider is fairly
subjective to the purpose of the analysis. Many methods have been developed to assist on deciding the number of PCs
to consider, e.g. the scree test [Wilks, 2006]. As noted earlier, making use of the predictors alone and not making
sufficient use of the response, is viewed as a weakness of PCA mainly because extracted components are not invariant
or equivariant under full rank linear transformation of the predictors [Cook and Forzani, 2008]. Our work picks up on
this point to deploy principal fitted components (PFC) as a downscaling technique. The next exposition presents the
PFC approach.
3.3.2 Principal Fitted Component Analysis
As noted above, the extracted principal components are formed by transforming variables into linear combinations
with each variable ”weighted” by quantities with specific magnitudes and directions - referred to as ”loadings.” This
way, each component can be interpreted as a predictor X of the problem under consideration Y although, clearly,
the principal components are obtained from the predictors only without reference to the response variable. Cook and
Forzani [2008] present a comprehensive discussion around issues around the use of principal components as predictors
in a regression model. Firstly, extracted principle components become informative when the objective of the study
is to identify why and how the predictors are related amongst each other (interdependence relationship). Secondly, it
has also been argued that principal components are not invariant (remain unchanged under some transformation) or
equivariant (changes in a convenient way under some transformations) under full rank linear transformations of the
predictors. Cook [2007] introduced Principal Fitted Components (PFCs) for dimension reduction citing two major
advantages over PCs when used as a dimension reduction in regression. Firstly, PFCs can be tailored to the value of
the response if the value is known and, two, they are equivariant under full rank transformation of the predictors. PFCs
are obtained by gaining a sufficient amount of information about the response Y from the predictors X. PFC’s main
idea can be described as follows. Assume we have a dataset (X, Y) with n observations on p variables such that the
target and predictor variables for the data matrix are, respectively, defined as follows
Yn× 1 = (y1, y2, ..., yn−1, yn)T and Xn× p = (x1, x2, ..., xn−1, yn)T (3.11)
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where n > p. Without loss of generality, we can assume that both yi=1,2,...,n and xi=1,2,...,n are normally distributed
with zero means. Thus, if we let Xk∈p denote a random vector distributed as X|(Y = k) such that
µ¯ = E(X) and D = {µk − µ¯|y = k ∈ SY } (3.12)
where SY is the entire Y sample space and D ∈ Rp× d is a semi-orthogonal matrix the columns of which form a
basis for the d-dimensional subspace of the span, D. The span is designed to ignore outlying cases which might either
be random or their existence is well understood. Implementation of PFC is problem-data-specific. In the statistical
package, R, for instance, the response variable Y representing the response vector of n observations, can take different
bases - polynomial, categorical, fourier, piecewise continuous or piecewise discontinuous. Each of the basis function
is vector-valued function of Y ∈ R. The standard Gauss-Markov linear regression model, in this case is defined as
Y = βX +  where β ∈ Rp and X ∼ N (0, σ2I) and our interest is in obtaining fitted parameters βˆ as determined by
the data. The PFC mechanics derive from those of the PCA as described above.
Putting into Perspective
The variability matrix σ2I plays a crucial role in searching for the best fitted βˆs. Note also that dimension reduction
is a direct function of the eigenvectors a1, a2, · · · , ap that correspond to the eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λp of
this matrix. Apparently, dimension reduction cannot be achieved if |λˆi − λˆj | u 0; ∀i 6= j. Now, from X ∈ Rp
we can envision a new function φ (X) ∈ Rd, where d ≤ p. Apparently, the new function carries as much regression
information on the target variable as does the original data X and therefore it can replace the original variable as
Y |X = βTφ(X) +  without losing any regression information. Based on the foregoing reasoning, Cook [2007] show
that for φ (X) to be a sufficient reduction, either of the three conditions in Table 3.1 must hold.
Condition # Reduction Type Condition-1 Relationship Condition-2
1 Inverse reduction: X| [Y, φ(X)] ∼ X|φ(X)
2 Forward reduction: Y |X ∼ Y |φ(X)
3 Joint reduction: X independent of Y |φ(X)
Table 3.1: Conditions for Sufficient Dimensional Reduction [Cook, 2007]
As noted above, reduction is based on the assumptions in Equations 3.11 and 3.12 - particularly that the former is a
realisation of n independent copies of the random vector (X;Y )T , where the predictor matrix is defined as
X = µx +Dβ {ξ (Y )− µξ} (3.13)
where µx ∈ Rp; D ∈ Rp×d with rank d and β ∈ Rd×r with rank d. Note that the the function φ mapping of R onto
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Rr, i.e., φ : R→ Rr is a known vector-valued function fulfilling the conditions in Table 3.1. That is
µξ = E [ξ (Y )] :  ∼ N (0, ∆) (3.14)
in which Y is independent of  and with the central sub-space of ∆−1. For downscaling purposes, our focus here is on
model identifiability, i.e., the fundamental property Equation 3.13 must satisfy in order for downscaling to be valid. In
other words we are looking to establish a theoretical justification for learning the true values of the models underlying
parameters after obtaining an infinite number of observations from it. It is about model reliability which should ensure
that varying the parameters will generate different probability distributions of the observable variables.
Typically, the model is identifiable only under certain technical restrictions, in which case the set of these requirements
is called the identification conditions. The function in Equation 3.13 computes its own estimates of the model param-
eters in Equation 3.14 by imposing constraints for identifiability. Thus, recognising that the two mean parameters, in








, we can now define a non-negative function
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{∑n































DˆT Ψˆ (x− xˆ) (3.17)
Software-driven implementation of reduction estimates takes different parameters. In the software package R, for
instance, the Fourier basis sets the vector yi− ξ¯ takes a trigonometrical form. Other forms include the polynomial basis
which sequentially raises the response variable to the power j = 1, 2, 3, ..., k − 1, k, and the slice basis which divides
the response variable into ”slices” of pre-defined width and ultimately applying an indicator variable to determine the
number of observations in each slice.
PFCs are obtained by performing PCA on the fitted sample covariance matrix Σˆfit = Xˆ
T Xˆ
n where Xˆ is a matrix of fitted
values of regressing X on a vector values function of the response yi. Then, ΦˆT1 X, ΦˆT2 X, · · · , ΦˆTp X are called Principal
Fitted Compnents where Φˆ1, Φˆ2, · · · , Φˆp are the eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues λˆfit1 , λˆfit2 , · · · , λˆfitp of
the covariance matrix Σˆfit. Ordering the eigenvalues in descending order provides an insight into the amount of
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variation in the original data each component accounts for. A few of these can be used in regression model instead of
the original high dimensional predictors. Since PFCs are obtained with use of the response value we expect them to
outperform PCs as regressors. A common practice is to choose the number of PFCs for use in regression modelling
based on the magnitudes of their eigenvalues. Cook and Forzani [2008] proposed two approaches to making this
choice - i.e., using the likelihood ratio test and Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC).
Downscaling an Air Quality Model by Principal Fitted Component Regression
We downscaled the REAM output and applied PFC analysis to reduce the dimension of the model outputs. We used
polynomial basis function to compute the PFCs (having explored other basis functions, e.g. slice, when computing the
PFCs and polynomial basis function seemed to give better results than the other methods). Then, we select few PFCs
to use them as predictors in the regression model. For each station we regress hourly ozone observations on selected
number of grid cell PFCs. The model is defined as
Ot = δ0 +
D∑
d=1
δdPd(t) + t (3.18)
where, D is the number of PFC scores in the model,D < p = 99, δ0, δ1, · · · , δd are model parameters, P1(t), P2(t), · · · , Pd(t)







Todate, our published paper [Alkuwari et al., 2013] remains the only source for this type of application which makes
its application for downscaling in this thesis fairly novel.
Our thresholding of the covariance matrix for PFC downscaling is based on the method proposed by Bickel and Levina
[2008] with its main objective being to examine the effect of thresholding on the predictive ability of the PFC model.
As the dimension of the data is significantly large, we would expect thresholding to add an improvement to the PFC
model estimation, resulting in better prediction values. Further, we downscale the REAM model as described below
using thresholded PFCs and we compare the results with the non-thresholded PFCs as well as with a thresholded PCA
model. Details of the process are described below.
3.3.3 Downscaling via Regularized Covariance Data Matrix
If a p-variate population vector X has mean µ = (µ1, µ2, · · · , µp) then the covariance matrix of X is defined to be the
square p× p symmetric matrix Σ ≡ Cov(X) = E[(X− µ) (X− µ)T ], where the ijth element in Σ is
σij = E[(Xi − µi) (Xj − µj)] ≡ Cov(Xi, Xj) (3.19)
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which is the covariance between Xi and Xj , i 6= j. In many multivariate statistical applications, understanding the
eigenstrucuture (vectors and values) of the covariance matrix is fundamental as their magnitudes and dimensions
determine the level of dimension reduction. Hence, it is essential that we use a good and well behaved estimator of the
population covariance matrix so we can reach reliable results. The maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) is widely






(Xi − X¯)(Xi − X¯)T (3.20)
Where X1, · · · ,Xn are i.i.d multivariate normal with mean 0 and covariance matrix Σp. The MLE estimator Σˆp is an
unbiased estimator of the population covariance matrix Σ and under distributional assumptions it is considered to be
a good representative of Σ as long as the dimension p is fixed and sample size n is large (n → ∞). In other words,
Σˆp tends to be unstable if p is large. Furthermore, the eigenvalues over disperse if p is large compared to n [Marcenko
and Pastur [1967] and Johnstone [2001]] and the eigenvectors will not be consistent [Johnstone and Lu, 2004].
Covariance Matrix Thresholding
The estimate Σˆp converges to the population covariance Σp if p is fixed and n is significantly large in comparison to p.
It is not uncommon to see cases where p ≥ n in which case we can expect to obtain unreliable estimates of Σp. Thus,
typically, the resulting estimate Σˆp is not a good representative of Σp unless it is regularized in some way. We discuss
and apply a regularizing technique based on covariance matrix thresholding method proposed by Bickel and Levina
[2008]. The resulting thresholded matrix is simple with good theoretical properties and computationally inexpensive.
The method adopted from Bickel and Levina [2008] is described as follows. For a square p× p matrix M, we define
λmax(M) = λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λp(M) = λmin(M)
to be the eigenvalues of M and for any s ≤ ∞ the thresholding operator is defined by:
Ts(M) = [mij1 (|mij | ≥ s)] (3.21)
Equation 3.21 is referred to as M thesholded at s. The thresholded matrix is invariant under permutations of the
variable labels and is symmetric. Although the symmetry is preserved in the thresholded matrix, it does not necessarily
preserve positive definiteness. To overcome the lack of positive definiteness in the thresholded matrix, the threshold
value s must be chosen to satisfy the two following conditions [Bickel and Levina, 2008]
1. ‖Ts − T0‖ ≤ ε
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2. λmin(M) > ε
Bickel and Levina [2008] have proved theoretically that the thresholded matrix is consistent as long as log pn → 0 which
would guarantee positive definiteness with a probability converging to 1. Further, they show that the thresholded
estimator is consistent in the operator norm over a pre-defined class of suitably sparse matrices which means that
under pre-specified class of matrices, the thresholded estimator will converge to the matrix M if log pn → 0. In the
literature El Karoui [2008] presents arguments that convergence through the operator norm leads to convergence in the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. This makes the thresholded estimator particularly suitable for the application of PCA,
implying that it would be a sensible choice to be used with PFCs as well. Detailed mechanics and theoretical proofs
of the thresholded estimator properties can be found in Bickel and Levina [2008]. The choice of the threshold value s
is rather arbitrary as long as it guarantees positive definiteness of the resulted estimator. However, Bickel and Levina
[2008] proposed the cross-validation method below for selecting an appropriate threshold value.
1. Divide the sample randomly into two samples of sizes n1 and n2 respectively.




and n2 = nlogn .










Where ‖.‖F is the Frobenius norm and Σˆ1,ν and Σˆ2,ν are the empirical covariance matrices of the n1 and n2
observations from the νth split.
5. Choose the threshold value s (for s ≥ εn → 0, εn asymptotically equivalent to nlogn ) that minimizes Rˆ(s).
Downscaling by Principal Component Regression with a Thresholded Covariance Matrix
Since we are dealing with a high-dimensional dataset (99 grid cells), the resulted Σ might not be well behaved which
makes it reasonable to carry out regularisation through thresholding as described below.
1. Compute the covariance matrix Σ of the gridded REAM outputs.
2. Threshold Σ using a selected threshold value and obtain the thresholded covariance matrix ΣT .
3. Compute PCT loadings, which are the PC loadings obtained using ΣT .




Ot = α0 +
M∑
m=1
αmZm(t) + t (3.23)
where, M is the number of PCT scores in the model, M < p = 99, α0, α1, · · · , αm are model parameters,







Downscaling by Principal Fitted Component Regression with a Thresholded Covariance Matrix
As explained earlier, PFCs make use of both the predictors and the response. Like in the PCA case, PFC loadings
derive from the covariance matrix of the fitted values, Σˆ, that results from the inverse regression of the predictors X
on a function of the response value. PFC downscaling is therefore performed as outlined below
1. Compute Σˆfit = Xˆ
T Xˆ
n where Xˆ is a matrix of fitted values of regressing X on the response yi.
2. Threshold Σˆfit using a selected threshold value and obtains Σˆfit,T .
3. Compute PFCT loadings, which are the PFC loadings obtained using Σˆfit,T .
4. For each station regress hourly ozone observations on selected number of PFCT scores using the fitted model
Ot = δ0 +
D∑
d=1
δdPd(t) + t (3.24)
Where, D is the number of PFCT scores in the model, D < p = 99, δ0, δ1, · · · , δd are model parameters,








3.3.4 PFC-based Ensemble Downscaling
Our contribution is bent on using this dimension reduction approach for downscaling. Our strategy is based on the
foregoing discussions which provide a theoretical basis for expecting more reliable results. More specifically, by con-
sidering the response variable - as derived from actual measurements of observed periods and stations. It is reasonable
to expect more reliable and effective downscaling results than in the case without a role for the response variable.
Through comparative assessment, we also exhibit, in subsequent sections how downscaling ensembles using PFCs
could produce more accurate predictions due to accounting for more information in the data attributes that cannot be
captured by other downscaling methods. The strength of PFC ensemble downscaling relies on the following facts:
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1. We are downscaling an ensemble of models, which means that we are taking into account the uncertainties of
each ensemble member. In other words, we are maximising the potential of capturing variability.
2. We are applying a dimension reduction method to perform the downscaling. This means that we are maintaining
all essential information about the models variability and discarding trivial information.
3. We are reducing the dimension with respect to the response. This indicates that we are considering the variability
of the models (predictors) while preserving the information that lies within the response.
The stated facts imply that we can obtain forecasts that best represent the actual measurement at high spatial resolution.
As, for air quality measurements, ensemble members produce gridded forecasts. This means that we have two levels
of high dimensionality in air quality ensembles. The first level is the grid dimension in each model p and the second
level is the number of models in the ensemble m. Therefore, the outputs of the ensemble is represented by Xm,t,p -
read as, the output of the ensemble member m at time t in grid cell p. So we have high dimensionality in both spatial
and modular contexts. Our main objective, therefore, would be to be able to reduce the dimensions without causing
major loss of spatial and modular information. One solution to this issue is to compute the mean gridded outputs
across the ensemble members and carry out the PFC downscaling on the combined gridded outputs. Another, more
sophisticated approach, is to perform a dimension reduction across both spatial and modular levels. We refer to this
novel method as Double Dimension Reduction (DDR).
The approach has been used in other applications. For instance, Chiaromonte and Martinelli [2002] applied it to
analyze global gene expression data. First, they reduced the dimension of gene expression using singular value de-
composition (SVD) before performing further dimension reduction taking into account a response value derived from
the Slice Inverse Regression (SIR) method. The method was also used by Li and Li [2004] to analyze microarrays
of censored survival data. But to our knowledge the DDR approach has not been used elsewhere for downscaling air
quality models. With DDR, we first reduce the dimension using a suitable dimension reduction technique (e.g PC
or PFC) across space for each model in the ensemble to eliminate trivial spatial information. We select few leading
spatial scores per model and reduce the dimension using an appropriate dimension reduction method across the mod-
els to eliminate modular redundancy. Next, we describe the mechanics of the DDR method based on different basis
vector-valued functions of the response variable Y ∈ R.
Statistical Ensemble Downscaling Using Double Dimension Reduction (DDR)
Let Xm,p|t be the ensemble output of the model m on grid cell p at time t, where m = 1, 2, · · · ,M, (the total number
of ensemble members); p = 1, 2, · · · , g (the number of grid cells in the forecasting domain) and time t = 1, 2, · · · , n.
The ensemble forecasts can be represented as a set of M output matrices, each of dimension n× p. Our main purpose
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is to reduce the current dimension of the X from M ×n× p to a lower dimensional set of forecasts while maintaining
sufficient spatial and modular information. In other words, we have to reduce the dimension twice in order to eliminate
both spatial and modular redundancy. The procedure runs through two steps as outlined below
1. First Stage: Eliminating Spatial Redundancy
This step performs dimension reduction for each ensemble member individually in order to eliminate spatial
redundancy within each model. Therefore, for each model the spatial dimension is reduced from p to k (k < p)
using a suitable dimension reduction method. The resulted outputs will have a dimension n ×K, where K =
M × k.
2. Second Stage: Eliminating Model Redundancy
After extracting sufficient spatial information through reduced space in each model, further dimension reduc-
tion is performed in order to eliminate modular redundancy. The justification for performing this step is that
air quality ensembles are built based on several pre-specified initial parameters. Hence, while the difference in
the initial conditions helps in assessing the uncertainties, not all the information provided by the parameteriza-
tion are significant. Therefore, we select an appropriate dimension reduction technique to reduce the modular
dimension from K to d, where d < K and so the dimension of the resulting ensemble outputs now becomes
n× d.
Once the new lower dimensional ensemble output is obtained, we use regression methods to carry out the statistical
downscaling. Figure 3.4 graphically illustrates the DDR method. We will perform the DDR using PCs and PFCs to






























Statistical Downscaling of an Air Quality Ensemble using PCs
Dimension reduction using PCs helps in eliminating the dimension redundancy while maintaining the important struc-
tural variability in the original variables. Prior to performing the analysis we center the data as PCs should be obtained
based on a covariance matrix formed from centered data. Let X1,p|t,X2,p|t, · · · ,XM,p|t be the set of ensemble outputs
of models 1, 2, · · · ,M . Where p = 1, 2, · · · , g are the grid cells and t = 1, 2, · · · , n is the time points, hence each X
has dimension n× p. The DDR using PCs is performed as follows
1. Apply PCA on the outputs of each ensemble member separately.
2. Obtain the leading PC1 loadings (the index 1 is used to identify the values computed in the first reduction stage)
for each ensemble member and compute the corresponding PC1-scores accordingly. This results in a lower
dimensional new set of ensemble outputs per model which retains the maximum structural variability from the
original forecasts and eliminates trivial spatial information.
3. Set A to be a matrix that has dimension n× k of all the PC1-scores of all ensemble members obtained in step 2.
4. Perform PCA to reduce the dimension of A.
5. Obtain the first d leading PC2 loadings (the index 2 identifies the values computed at the second reduction stage)
and compute the corresponding PC2-scores. This results in a lower dimensional new set of combined ensemble
outputs which retains the maximum structural variability from A and eliminates redundant modular information.
6. Perform the downscaling using multiple regression based on the model:
Ot = α0 +
D∑
d=1
αdZd(t) + t (3.25)
WhereOt is the actual measurement of interest, D is the number of PCs2 scores in the model, α0, α1, · · · , αd are model







Statistical Downscaling of an Air Quality Ensemble using PFCs
We noted earlier that, when it comes to dimension reduction, PFCs have an upper hand over PCs, as the mechanics
of the former are tailored to function with respect to the response variable while those of the former are not. This
indicates that PFCs are more suitable when dimension reduction is required in regression since the reduced data will
capture the interdependence between the response and the predictor variables. Similar to PCs, the data needs to be
centred before carrying out with the PFC analysis. Let X1,p|t,X2,p|t, · · · ,XM,p|t be the set of ensemble outputs of
models 1, 2, · · · ,M where p = 1, 2, · · · , g are the grid cells and t = 1, 2, · · · , n are the time points. Each of the
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resulting data matrix X has dimension n× p. The DDR using PFCs is performed as outlined below
1. Apply PFC analysis (after choosing the appropriate basis function) on the outputs of each ensemble member
separately. Parameter tuning is possible here - including experimenting with various basis functions.
2. Obtain the leading PFC1 loadings (the index 1 is used to identify values computed at the first reduction stage)
for each ensemble member and compute the corresponding PFC1-scores accordingly. This results in a lower
dimensional new set of ensemble outputs that captures the spatial structural variability from the original forecasts
and discards redundant spatial information while taking the actual measurement (the response) into account.
3. Set B to be a matrix that has dimension n× k of the all PFC1-scores obtained in step 2.
4. Perform PFC analysis to reduce the dimension of B.
5. Obtain the first d leading PFC2 loadings (the index 2 is used to identify the values computed in the second
reduction stage) and compute the corresponding PFC2-scores. Thus, the selected PFC2-scores are a new set of
combined and lower dimensional ensemble forecasts that retains both spatial and modular structural variability
while taking actual measurement (the response) into account.
6. Preform the downscaling using multiple regression where the model is given as
Ot = δ0 +
D∑
d=1
δdPd(t) + t (3.26)
WhereOt is the actual measurement of interest, D is the number of PFCs2 scores in the model, δ0, δ1, · · · , δd are model







3.4 Comparability and Assessment of Downscaling Models
As stated in Section 1.4, the thesis presents a novel downscaling method to enhance air pollutants predictions. Thus,
in addition to proving its robustness - accuracy and consistency, its superiority is to be validated through a comparative
analysis of its performance with that of alternative downscaling techniques in use. In the next exposition we present
brief discussions and mechanics of some of these methods. It particularly highlights some of the key issues relating
to model performance and outlines technical justifications deriving from potential gaps that ought to be filled within
those methods.
Model performance plays a central role in inferential statistics and the quest for attaining robust - accurate and consis-
tent results has never been higher than it is in the modern era of Big Data. Having closely examined the downscaling
models applied in this work, a comparative analysis is carried out based on a number of model features, not least
performance. This section outlines the approach adopted in comparing downscaling models against observations. It
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adopts Derwent et al. [2010] position that for any model to influence policy-makers, it must be able to reproduce real-
world behaviour. To fulfil this condition, the proposed model will be compared to alternative models’ performance on
the same data. In addition to that, the proposed model will be used in predicting air quality at unobserved stations.
3.4.1 Some Fundamental Questions
While comparison of models plays a crucial role in predicting air quality, there are fundamental questions which we
are going to try and address within the scope of our research question and objectives. In particular, how should the
comparison be carried out? How should inconsistencies be addressed - for instance, what conclusions should be drawn
in cases of partial agreement - i.e., good performance in one model setting against poor performance elsewhere? How
do we assess model accuracy and reliability? How do we account for the effect of data variability and what volume
of the environment do monitoring site observations represent? Comparing models with observations requires that
we provide a framework for comparison. Typical air quality model applications rely on historical data as well as
monitored data streams from networks - hence some authors refer to the process as ”history matching” [Derwent et al.,
2010]. Air quality scientists have generally found ”history matching” quite challenging - see, for instance, Oreskes
et al. [1994] and Beck [2002]. Like in many other modelling applications, finding the relevant data attributes and
parameters for model optimisation has been the main issue of concern. Specifically in environmental science, gaining
access to sufficiently accurate historic emissions and meteorological data has never always been straightforward.
3.4.2 A Bayesian Approach to Comparability of Models
In many applications, including environmental science, it is common practice to use part of the data for model cal-
ibration and tuning and use the calibrated model, with no further adjustment, on test data. One of the challenges
environmental scientists have faced over the years is that often these calibration and tuning steps have been carried
out elsewhere and the data may no longer be accessible. As a result, many model inter-comparisons would omit the
first stage and go straight to the second - see, for instance, Van Loon et al. [2007a]. The adopted practice in the envi-
ronmental scientific community has been to reach an agreement between the modelling groups concerning pollution
episodes or time periods (from a month to a year) that are to be studied and from that harmonise historic emissions
data and collect observations from network databases. Any discrepancies would usually be resolved by re-running
the models. Another issues that has intrigued environmental scientists is the performance evaluation of of Air Quality
Models. In particular, they emphasise the differences between model evaluation and verification or validation [Oreskes
et al., 1994] - with verification being attributed to model ”truthfulness”, implying that the model is ”reliable” and can
therefore form a basis for policy and decision making. On the other side, validation would imply that the model pre-
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dictions are consistent with the data and that it is an accurate representation of the physical reality.
PFC predictions are notionally based on a maximum of n × p data where p = 99 are the number of extracted com-
ponents readings. By discretising the actual and the predictions we can infer the potential number of categories of
ozone concentration levels is j = 2 and the overall misclassification error can be computed as the sum of the weighted
probabilities of observing ozone data belonging to one of the ozone categories given that we are not in that class -
which is analogous to observing high ozone levels at a global level which are not representative of regional conditions.






= p (cj = yi) p (xi ∈ cj |yi /∈ cj) ∝ pijfj (x)∑k
j=1 pijfj (x)
(3.27)
where pij denotes the prior likelihood for belonging to the jth category of ozone concentrations and fj (x) is the
distribution density of the data in that category. Data and model-dependent variation is common problem in predictive
modelling which we tackle by a combination of techniques including using ROC curves [Egan, 1975] to select an
optimal model. A graphical illustration of a binary problem scenario and ROC plot is given in Figure 3.5. According
to this technique, a classifier is optimal only if it yields results in the top left corner of the plot. Its rationale derives
from the following conditions and scenarios. Assume that a predictive model yields four possible outcomes true
positive (ntp), false positive (nfp), true negative (ntn) and false negative (nfn), the ROC accuracy and error are
Accuracy = p (cj |x) = ntp + ntn
ntp + ntn + nfp + nfn
⇔ 1− p (cj |x) = Misclassification Error (3.28)
Equation 3.28 calculates the probability of predicting an observation to belong to its true class. In a two-class scenario




p (x|yi) dx where the
integral is over both classes. Krzanowski and Hand [2009] demonstrate various ways in which ROC curves can be
used as performance measures by focusing on inter-alia statistical tests for ROC curves and their summary statistics.
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Figure 3.5: An hypothetical binary problem scenario (LHS) and the corresponding optimising ROC plot
By shifting the diagonal line into the north-western direction; fixing the south-western and moving the north-eastern
tip anti-clockwise or fixing the latter and moving the former clock-wise you create iso-performance lines [Provost and
Fawcett, 2001] which form the assessment base. The diagonal line can be viewed as the strategy of randomly guess-
ing an unobserved station has high or low ozone levels as an increased sensitivity decreases the likelihood of false
negatives while increasing specificity decreases chances of false positives. The consequences are quite analogous
to Type-I and Type-II errors in hypothesis testing. By learning rules from the data the classifier makes intelligent
guesses and, according to this technique, a classifier is optimal only if it yields results in the top left corner of the plot.
One of most attractive properties of ROC curves is their insensitivity to changes in class distribution.
The downscaling analogy to Equations 3.27, 3.28 and the plots in Figure 3.5 can be conceptualised by discretising the
PFC downscaling model predictions which, without loss of generality, we can assume a binary scenario representing
the global and regional conditions as illustrated by the bi-modal distribution in 3.5. This scenario describes the pro-
portions of true positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives with the solid vertical line representing the
Bayesian minimum error. Various approaches for minimising this error have been proposed (Mwitondi et al. [2002]
and Freund and Schapire [1997]) but a commonly acceptable practice is to vary the allocation rule to meet specific
requirements of an application. Separating the two modes requires maximising the allocation rule in Equation 3.27.
The allocation rule in 3.27 can be implemented via numerous domain-partitioning models, raising, inter-alia, model
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performance and selection issues. Hence, to assess PFC performance, we test the model on new, previously unseen
data and we compare its performance with available alternative predictive techniques. ROC curves are fitted based on
the information obtained from repeated searches using different multiple model parameters and recording the attained
performances associated with multiple iso-performance (tangent) lines as described below.
Algorithm 1 Multiple Samples/Models Comparability Algorithm
1: procedure SAMPLE, FIT, ASSESS, REPEAT
2: Top Level 1: Set Training and Testing Sample Sizes
3: Initialise i = 1, κ , sample size s and Θκ = c (.) [ aκ− long parameters holding vector]
4: For i ≤ κ Do
5: While s ≤ n Do
6: Sampling← Obtain Samples Ss=1,2,3,...,S≤n ∈ X
7: Fit initially large, over-fitting models Lˆg≥2




}← Extract key parameters (priors, densities, posteriors, cost) from Lˆs
9: Cross-validate - plot the specificity and sensitivity for Lˆs




based on Cross-validation results
11: Select Model that Maximises posteriors Lˆs.g
12: End While




}← Extract key parameters (priors, densities, posteriors, cost) from Lˆκ
14: Top Level 2: Selecting Optimal from Many Competing Models




based on Cross-validation Results
16: Select Model that Maximises posteriors Lˆs.κ.g
17: End For
18: end procedure
The algorithm fits initially large, over-fitting models and based on cross-validation based assessment, drops worst-
performing models. The optimal balance between accuracy and reliability is decided based on performance maximi-
sation for each model obtained by updating priors by posteriors. Selection criteria may vary, this work searches for
the iso-performance (tangent) line yielding the best balance. That is, assuming constant loss, the algorithm searches
for the optimal location using iso-performance lines and extract the consensus level between the models. Model im-
provement parameters are tested for significance with respect to accuracy and reliability and the algorithm stops if a
set criterion is achieved. Otherwise the model parameters are repeatedly computed across samples and iterations.
The algorithm summarises the proposed statistical framework for dealing with variability and model performance as-
sessment. It addresses variability through repeated samples and multiple learning models on the data in Section 3.1
as well as demonstrating how rules can be learnt from training data and applied to new, previously unseen, test data.
The second issue is addressed via model assessment techniques which address both accuracy and reliability. The final
part of the algorithm seeks to obtain optimal models based on the information obtained from repeated searches using
transformed plots. Multiple models are plotted and from them we can generate multiple tangent lines, iso-performance
[Provost and Fawcett, 2001], optimising or otherwise. Extracted parameters from the plots can be used as inputs in
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repeated training. The relationships between different slopes corresponding to the different model versions may guide
us choose a slope or slopes in different points which we can use to adapt the model architecture and so on. The
algorithm also contains the Bayesian-like iteration for improving both the graphics and the model. It is also possible
to explore the impact of covariates on the ROC curves by examining the way they inter-cross. Chapter 4 presents our
exploratory, comparative and final results alongside discussions pertaining to our research question and objectives.
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Chapter 4: Results
This chapter presents the overall results from the analyses carried out throughout this work. It is designed to reflect the
research question and the objectives hence its structure. Understanding the distributional behaviour of the data used in
the analyses was considered fundamental to the planned types of analyses. For instance, discretising the actual ozone
levels to produce categories creates notional prior and posterior probability of memberships to these categories. The
number of categories is not decided arbitrarily and one way to determine it is to look at the distributional patterns based
on different smoothing parameters, say. The chapter presents results from four main routes - an overall Exploratory
Data Analysis (EDA) and Downscaling; Downscaling REAM Model Ground Level Ozone Outputs, Downscaling an
Air Quality Model with Regularized Covariance Data Matrix and Downscaling an Ensemble Air Quality Models.
4.1 Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA), Simulation and Downscaling
Results for downscaling an Air Quality Model are obtained via simple simulations to help gain further understanding
of the features of PCs and PFCs in the context of our research question and objectives. The simulation follows Cook
[2007] in which the random variables generated are seasonal, which mimics our situation where a diurnal cycle is
present (and removed). Thus, we generate an n − sized and centred normal random variable Y with mean 0 and
variance σ2Y . We add a seasonal pattern to the generated random variable and, for simplicity, a seasonality component
of repetitive cycles of 10 values: 1, 2, 3, · · · , 10 is added. We further generate an n× p matrix, defined by the inverse
model in Equation 4.1
X = Γy + σε (4.1)
where Γ=(1, 0, · · · , 0)T and σ > 0, and ε is a standard normal random variable. With 100 predictors, we perform
the simulation with sample sizes n = 200, 500 and 1000 based on the forward regression model
Y = α0+αT x+σY |Xε
where x is the observed value of X, σY |X is constant, and ε is a standard normal random variable. Finally, we apply
three different approaches to model the simulated data. For a straightforward comparison, amongst all methods and
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as in Cook [2007], we restrict ourselves to the dimension of the reduced space, i.e. the number of PCs and PFCs to
be included in the regression model is 1, i,e., d = 1. We fit the PC model with one PC and the PFC model with
one PFC. For each simulated dataset we use the first 80% as a fitting (training) period and the remaining 20% as a
validation period. These proportions are not rigid and, given the data size, they can be apportioned differently without
significantly affecting results. Table 1 summarizes the results based on 100 replications and, as it can be seen here, the
PFC model seems to show a better predictive ability than the other models at all sample sizes.
Sample Size linear regression PC regression PFC regression
200 1.02 0.79 0.67
500 0.78 0.76 0.71
1000 0.74 0.73 0.71
Table 4.1: Simulation Results: RMSEs averaged over 100 replications for linear, PC, and PFC regression. The PC
model was fitted with one PC and the PFC model was fitted with one polynomial PFC.
4.2 Downscaling REAM Model Ground Level Ozone Outputs
The geographical loadings of the corresponding PC or PFC can provide great insights into the global and local under-
standing. These insights come via interpretations of spatial EOFs and F-EOFs plots, basically, display the locations at
which PCs and PFCs contribute more strongly or weakly. The EOFs and the F-EOFs are associated with eigenspaces
of dimension one. Figure 4.1 shows the leading EOFs. The EOF distributions reflect the general variation of ozone,
the value of which is higher over emission regions and over land than over ocean. EOF1 illustrates, mainly, the ozone
gradient decreasing towards the eastern coastline while EOF4 shows the ozone gradient decreasing towards the south-
ern coastline, reflecting generally much lower ozone concentrations over the ocean than on land. On the other hand,
EOF2 and EOF3 are associated with regional ozone distribution patterns, in which the variations are lower in Alabama
and northern Georgia, and Mississippi and Tennessee, respectively. These spatial patterns are likely driven by meteo-
rological systems that transport low ozone air masses to these regions.
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the first F-EOFs of REAM outputs corresponding to eight selected stations over the period
6-25 June 2005. Notice that stations 35 and 60 are generally associated with the west to east gradient of low ozone
in the eastern coastline, which is somewhat similar to the EOF1 distribution in Figure 4.1. The F-EOFs of Stations
75 and 5 have a mixture of EOF1 and EOF4 distributions, both showing lower ozone variation in the eastern and
southern coastlines. The F-EOF of Station 51 has some resemblance to that of EOF2, showing lower ozone variations
in Mississippi and Tennessee respectively. Station 66 exhibits an F-EOF that is similar to that of EOF3 - that is, show-
ing low variation in Alabama and northern Georgia, although this feature extends further to the eastern part of South
Carolina. The F-EOF of Stations 96 and 83 are more complicated, none of which is a clear extension of the 4 EOFs.
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The uniqueness of the first F-EOFs implies that the PFC method is able to more efficiently reduce the dimension of
the problem and capture the regional distribution pattern specifically relevant to the site of interest.
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4.2. DOWNSCALING REAM MODEL GROUND LEVEL OZONE OUTPUTS
4.2.1 PC and PFC Performance on Simulations
According to the simulation results in section 4.1, PFCs performs comparatively better when the sample size is small
compared to the dimension of predictors. This is the situation for the ozone data at hand, as the sample size (fitting
period) is relatively small compared to the number of grid cells. Using the three approaches discussed in the earlier
sections, we use the period from 6 to 25 June as a training period and the period from 26 to 30 June as validation
period. Although the data were converted to the square root scale to adjust the skewness, the plots and tables presented
in this section show the results after converting them back to the original scale. The number of PCs selected in the
regression model was determined after performing the standard and well-documented leave one out cross validation
(see, for instance, Mertens et al. [1995]). Thus, we performed cross-validation for each stations individually and lim-
ited the number of PCs in the regression model to a maximum of 20 to avoid over-fitting - a phenomenon that typically
arises when the fitting (training) and validation errors start deviating apart, with the former going down while the latter
is rising. The cross-validation results show that each station should be fitted with a different number of PCs. For
example, for some stations using only one PC in the regression model seems to be enough, while for other stations all
20 PCs should be used as predictors to obtain significant results. Hence, according to the cross validation results a PC
regression model with different number of PCs have been fitted for each station. Figure 4.4 shows a summary of the
number stations (i.e regression models) versus the number of PCs needed to fit the regression model. The plot shows
that for most of the stations in the study area using only one PC in the regression model seems to be significant.















Figure 4.4: The bar chart shows a summary of the number of stations versus the number of PCs needed to fit the
regression model for the station. The number of PCs were determined using the PRESS cross validation method by
Mertens et al. [1995]
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We fit the PFC model using one PFC (PFCs were obtained using a polynomial basis function of degree one). Table
4.2 shows the RMSEs for some stations within the study region and the average RMSE. The average RMSE indicate
that overall, PFC regression outperformed both PC and simple regression methods. The PFC model has significantly
improved the predictive ability relative to the REAM model (the ozone prediction error has been reduced by 52%
relative to the REAM model predictions). Using PFCs improved ozone predictions by approximately 10% relative
to the simple regression model, but (on average) it showed a 3% improvement relative to the PC model. Although
RMSE values indicate that the PFC model has better predictive ability than the other approaches, they show that PFCs
did not perform best in 36 stations compared to the linear and PC regression, which approximately accounts for 38%
of the stations in the study region (these stations are marked in red ’x’ in Figure 3.1). In 18 out of these 36 stations
the PC model seems to outperform the other methods. Simple regression appears to perform worst on average, which
reinforces our view that regional variations ought to be taken into account.
Regression Model All Stations Station 29 Station 84 Station 107
REAM 18.98 15.10 26.95 27.40
Linear 10.01 11.57 13.33 10.08
PC 9.35 11.31 10.27 9.89
PFC 9.13 9.86 10.36 8.91
Linear with AR(2) errors 10.66 12.77 12.33 9.17
PC with AR(2) errors 9.61 11.17 10.27 9.53
PFC with AR(2) errors 9.39 10.14 10.36 8.76
Table 4.2: RMSEs: training period is 6-25 June, validation period is 26-30 June. The PC models were fitted for:
station 29 with 18 PCs, station 84 with 5 PCs, and station 107 with 20 PCs. The PFC models were fitted with 1 PFC
(polynomial basis function with degree one)
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 display ozone observations and the corresponding REAM outputs, simple regression forecasts, PC
regression forecasts, and PFC regression forecasts over the period from 26 to 30 June for some selected stations. The
plots indicate that for the selected prediction period, the PFC model produced forecasts that are very close to the actual
ozone concentrations at most times of the day.
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The nature of our data suggests that there might be a great possibility that the model errors could be correlated. One
way of verifying this, is to plot the autocorrelation function (ACF) and the partial autocorrelation function (PACF)
of the model residuals. The ACF and the PACF plots (not shown here) for the residuals of the simple regression, PC
regression, and PFC regression indicated that the models errors were autocorrelated and so they needed to be modelled
as an autoregressive model (AR). Note that the foregoing errors structure is actually due to the different short-term
behaviours in time of observations and REAM outputs, and was already modelled in Guillas et al. [2008]. The ACF
and PACF plots suggest that modelling the residuals using a second order autoregressive model AR(2) seems to be a
sensible choice overall. We refitted the regression models presented in this paper with an AR(2) model for the error.
Table 4.2 shows the RMSEs averaged over the stations within the study region and for three randomly selected stations.
We would expect that the RMSE values to be smaller for the models with and AR errors. However, the results show
that modelling the errors with an AR(2) models did not improve the models predictions in general.
To investigate the change in prediction errors when using a longer fitting period, we repeated the analysis using the
period from 6 June to 10 July as a fitting (training) period and used the proceeding five days as validation period.
Table 4.3 shows the RMSE values averaged over all stations in the study region and for selected stations. The results
indicate that the PFC model improved the predictive performance by 45% compared to the REAM model. Moreover,
using PFCs improved ozone predictions by 2% relative to the simple regression model and by 4% compared to the PC
model. On average, the PC model seems to perform the worst in this case.
It is important to note that although predictions errors seem to be smaller when using a longer fitting period, the PFC
model does not seem to have a significant prediction improvement compared to the other downscaling methods. This
coincides with the simulation results when we used a relatively large sample size.
Regression Model All Stations Station 29 Station 84 Station 107
REAM 15.84 11.46 17.61 18.07
Linear 8.87 9.66 7.18 8.06
PC 9.04 11.56 6.45 7.82
PFC 8.68 9.27 6.54 7.82
Table 4.3: RMSEs: training period is 6 June to 10 July, validation period is 11 to 15 July. The PC models were fitted
for: station 29 with 18 PCs, station 84 with 5 PCs, and station 107 with 20 PCs. The PFC models were fitted with 1
PFC (polynomial basis function with degree one)
4.2.2 Further Validation of Performance
To further verify the consistency of our findings, we repeated the analysis and model fitting for different fitting and
validation periods. We selected a fitting period of size n days and predict for the next k days. Then, we move the n
day fitting period one day ahead and predict for the next k days and so on. The data are available from 2 June 2005
to 31 August 2005. Within 2 June to 26 August, we select a fitting period of n = 20 consecutive days (i.e. 480 data
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points) and we allocate the following k = 5 days (i.e. 120 data points) to the validation period. Then we compute the
RMSE for each set of predictions. This computation is repeated 60 times, as we move the fitting period by one day a
head and proceed with the prediction for the corresponding validation period.
Table 4.4 shows the RMSEs (averaged over the 60 runs) for stations 29, 80, and 107. For station 29 the PC model
was fitted with 18 PCs and for stations 80 and 107 the PC models were fitted with 20 PCs. The PFC models were
fitted with 1 PFC, which was computed using a polynomial basis function with degree one. The table also shows the
average RMSE over all stations and over all 60 runs. PFCs outperform other methods in terms of predictive ability.
However, PFCs did not perform well for 38 stations, which is approximately 40% of the stations in the study region.
These results coincide with the results we obtained from Table 4.2. We conclude that overall, PFCs show a significant
improvement over PCs as our analysis rely on the 60 chosen fitting and validation periods.
Regression Model All Stations Station 29 Station 80 Station 107
Linear 9.33 9.50 8.79 10.31
PC 9.32 9.96 8.84 10.94
PFC 9.03 9.23 7.44 9.52
Table 4.4: The RMSE value for some selected stations in the study region. We selected a fitting period of 20 days (i.e.
480 data points) and we used the following 5 days (i.e. 120 data points) as a validation period. We chose 60 different
fitting and validation periods for each station. The RMSE values are averaged based on 60 runs
To assess the intrinsic uncertainties in the PC and PFC regression approaches we employed the Jackknife process
as outlined in Efron and Tibshirani [1994]. We remove one day (i.e. 24 data points) out of the fitting period (6-25
June) and carry out the estimation and the prediction of the validation period (26-30 June). This procedure is repeated
removing one day at a time over the fitting period. Moreover, we add each model predictor (PC or PFC score) pro-
gressively capping the number of predictors in the models to a maximum of 10, to both avoid over-fitting and provide
computational convenience. The computation of the PFCs was based a polynomial basis function with degree 10 as
the number of PFCs in a model should not exceed the size of the basis function. Computed RMSEs for each set of
predictions are exhibited in Table 4.5 - which are basically the Jackknife RMSEs averaged over all 94 stations for the
PC and the PFC models. It can be seen that the PFCs have better predictive ability than PCs when considering one PC
and one PFC as predictors in the regression model. Furthermore, it was also established that increasing the number
of predictors in the PC and PFC models does not improve the predictive ability of the model and that adding more
predictors adds more noise for both types of models. This final observation implies over-fitting as the models start
interpreting noise as meaningful data. These results conclude that having only one PFC in the regression does not only
yield better predictive performance, but also indicates that PFCs outperform PCs in reducing data dimensionality.
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Table 4.5: Jackknife RMSE for the PC and PFC regressions. The values are averaged over all 94 stations of the study
region. The training period was 6 June to 25 June and the validation period was from 26 June to 30 June. The PFC
model was computed based on a polynomial basis with degree 10
In summary, the foregoing section presented Principal Fitted Components (PFCs) to downscale an air quality model for
ozone over the southeastern U.S. The analyses were carried out for each site separately and the results were compared
to two downscaling approaches - linear regression and principal components (PC) regression. The PFC regression
outperformed the other methods in terms of predictive ability in most stations within the study region. However, as
illustrated above, the PFC method did not work better in roughly one third of the stations. This might be because there
are limited grid cells covering the locations of those stations, which might be resolved by enlarging the domain of the
model, as some of stations in the study area are located at the border of the grid cells domain. This is common problem
and it is analogous to near-overlapping clusters in cluster analysis.
We considered the autocorrelated nature of the data by fitting an AR(2) model for errors and the results did not show
any improvement in the models predictive ability. This may be because the autoregressive structure of the errors was
not strong, hence the models without AR(2) errors might already have captured the essential features of the relationship
between REAM and the observations - hence, the AR modeling step simply adds noise instead of reducing uncertainty.
We repeated the analyses for different fitting and validation periods and the results coincided with the illustrative period
we initially chose. We examined the uncertainties in the PC and the PFC models by applying the Jackknife method and
the results confirmed that PFCs outperformed PCs as a dimension reduction technique. These results are consistent
with the simulation results reported in Cook [2007].
As PFCs estimates are based on the sample covariance matrix, which been shown to not being a good estimator of
the population covariance matrix [Dempster, 1969], one approach that could be used to obtain a better estimate of the
covariance matrix is thresholding [Bickel and Levina, 2004]. One of the main advantages of thresholding is that it is
computationally inexpensive and so, we extend our work to thresholding the covariance matrix used in the estimation
of PFCs. It would be interesting to examine the effect of thresholding on the predictive ability of the PFC regression
model. In the next exposition we investigate the impact of thresholding the covariance matrix on the forecasting
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performance of the PC and PFC models.
4.3 Downscaling an Air Quality Model with Regularized Covariance Matrix
This section presents downscaling of air quality model based on Regularized Covariance Data Matrix. As implied
above, the approach seeks to examine the effect of thresholding on the predictive ability of the PFC regression model,
in particular and, potentially, enhance its predictive power. Similar to the previous section, it consists the following
components - simulation illustrations and downscaling REAM Ozone Outputs using PFCs.
4.3.1 Simulation Illustration
The simulation performing in this sub-section is fairly similar to the one in 4.1. Its main objective is to examine the
effect of thresholding the covariance matrix had on the downscaling results. More specifically, through simulation
we try to create an ideal situation of which thresholding and downscaling are applied to a data set that satisfies their
theoretical assumptions. Similar to section 4.1, our simulations follow Cook [2007] and to imitate the realistic features
of climate data we simulate seasonal random variables with a diurnal cycle.
The simulations are performed as follows. First, we generate an n sized normally distributed variable Y with mean 0
and variance σ2y and, for simplicity, we add a repetitive cycle of 10 values: 1, 2, . . . , 10 to include a seasonal pattern
to the data. We then generate ann×pmatrix X according to the inverse function 4.1, fixing the number of predictors to
be p = 100. The simulations are performed on three sample sizes,n = 100, 150, 200, 500, and 1000.
As in the previous example, on each simulated dataset we use the first 80% of the data as fitting (training) period and
the remaining as a validation period.
Prior to carrying out the downscaling using PCs and PFCs, we need to threshold the covariance matrices that are
used to obtain the PCs and the PFCs based on the simulated data. To determine the threshold value we rely on
the selection method originally proposed by Bickel and Levina [2008], but we make a slight modification to the
threshold selection method to adapt it to the seasonal nature of our data. As proposed by Bickel and Levina [2008], the





and n2 = nlogn which is based on single observations where the order is absent.
However, since our data are daily time points with seasonal patterns (e.g hourly, seasonally, monthly, · · · , etc), instead
of randomly splitting the data according to single data points, we randomly divide them in terms of days to maintain
the seasonal patterns within each day. Since the sample size n = d× k, where d is the number of days in the sample
and k is the seasonal reoccurrence of the observations in each day (e.g number of hours), we replace n1 and n2 by
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d1 and d2, where d1 is the number of days in the first sample and d2 is the number of the days in the second sample.
The modification is performed as follows
n2 = d2 × k = nlogn = d×klog(d×k) = d×klog d+log k
⇒ d2 = dlog d+log k and, accordingly d1 = d− d2
The foregoing modification ensures that not only do we maintain the similar number of observations in each sample
according to the original method by Bickel and Levina [2008] but also we maintain the seasonal pattern within each
sample. The threshold value is then chosen to be the value s that minimizesR(s) in equation 3.22.
Based on 50 runs, and after examining several threshold values for different sample sizes, the chosen threshold value
along with their corresponding sample size are shown in Table 4.6. The main idea is to threshold the covariance ma-
trices using the selected threshold values and carry out the PC and PFC downscaling as explained above.
For straightforward comparison to the simulation in 4.1, we downscale using PCs and PFCs with a reduced dimension
space that equals 1 - that is, we fit the PC and PFC models with one predictor. For the PFC model we use a first
degree polynomial basis function. Table 4.6 summarizes the results based on 100 replications. The table shows that,
in general, thresholding seems to improve the predictive ability of both PCs and PFCs compared to the results in table
4.1. Furthermore, the simulation results show that downscaling based on a thresholded matrix performs comparatively
better when the sample size is small compared to the dimension of the predictors. This coincides with the main objec-
tive of thresholding, which is to improve the estimation of the covariance matrix if p is large compared to n, therefore
the results of a covariance matrix based statistical techniques could be improved too.






100 0.86 0.78 0.35 0.80 0.05 0.74
150 0.89 0.68 0.35 0.68 0.05 0.65
200 0.87 0.65 0.30 0.69 0.25 0.64
500 0.77 0.67 0.50 0.70 0.05 0.67
1000 0.75 0.69 0.40 0.70 0.05 0.68
Table 4.6: Simulation Results: RMSEs averaged over 100 replications for thresholded and non-thresholded PC and
PFC regression. The PC model was fitted with one PC and the PFC model was fitted with one PFC using a polynomial
basis function.
Table 4.7 shows the prediction improvement percentage comparing the RMSEs prior and after thresholding. In gen-
eral, thresholding seems to improve the predictive ability of both PC and PFC models. Moreover, PCs have bigger
improvement percentages compared to PFCs - results which indicate that thresholding had a greater impact on PCs.
For both models, thresholding seems to have better effect when size is relatively small, where the PC model has im-
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proved by 23.6% and the PFC model showing an improved performance of about 4.41%. Although the results of Table
4.7 show improvement in the predictive ability, there is no significant difference between PCs and PFCs. It is worth
mentioning that the simulation results revealed an insignificant difference between the performance of PCs and PFCs
(PFCs had a trivial lower RMSE value). Next section takes a closer look at real ozone concentrations.






Table 4.7: RMSE improvement percentages prior and after thresholding the covariance matrix
4.3.2 Downscaling the REAM Model Ozone Outputs
This section considers applications to real data set of ozone concentrations in the South-Eastern United States. Again,
the period from 6 to 25 June is used for training the model while the period from 26 to 30 June is adopted for model
validation. For the sake of straightforward comparison to the previous downscaling results in section 4.2, we maintain
similar number of PCs and PFCs. The fitted model was fitted with one PFC, obtained using a polynomial basis function
of degree one. Table 4.8 presents the RMSEs for few selected stations and the averaged RMSE amongst all stations
in the study region. The threshold value was selected according to the modified Bickel and Levina [2008] method to
be 0.20 for PCs and 0.15 for PFCs. On average, thresholding does not seem to improve the downscaling results. Even
within the selected stations, the RMSE values do not significantly differ from the values in table 4.2 where the regular
covariance matrix was used to obtain the PCs and PFCs.
Regression Model All Stations Station 29 Station 84 Station 107
PC 9.34 11.22 10.37 9.71
PFC 9.14 9.84 11.02 9.03
Table 4.8: RMSEs: training period is 6-25 June, validation period is 26-30 June. The PC models were fitted for:
station 29 with 18 PCs, station 84 with 5 PCs, and station 107 with 20 PCs. The PFC models were fitted with 1 PFC
(polynomial basis function with degree one). The threshold values are 0.20 and 0.15 for PCs and PFCs respectively.
To further verify the consistency of our findings, we repeated the analysis and model fitting for different fitting and
validation periods. We selected a fitting period of size n days and predict for the next k days. Then, we varied the n
day fitting period one day ahead and predicted for the next k days and so on, working with data covering the period
from 2 June 2005 to 31 August 2005. Within 2 June to 26 August, we select a fitting period of n = 20 consecutive
days (i.e. 480 data points) and we allocate the following k = 5 days (i.e. 120 data points) to the validation period
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and we compute the RMSE for each set of predictions. This computation is repeated 60 times, as we move the fitting
period by one day a head and proceed with the prediction for the corresponding validation period.
Table 4.9 shows the RMSEs (averaged over the 60 runs) for stations 29, 80, and 107. The results appear to coincide
with the results of table 4.8. The table indicates that even for different fitting periods, thresholding does not seem to
add an improvement to the predictive performance of the models. There is a minor improvement of the thresholded
PCs and PFCs in station 29 where the RMSEs decreased by 5% for PCs and by 1%. However, this improvement does
not seem to be significant.
Regression Model All Stations Station 29 Station 80 Station 107
PC 9.32 9.94 8.71 10.94
PFC 9.05 9.21 7.46 9.52
Table 4.9: The RMSE value for some selected stations in the study region. We selected a fitting period of 20 days (i.e.
480 data points) and we used the following 5 days (i.e. 120 data points) as a validation period. We chose 60 different
fitting and validation periods for each station. The RMSE values are averaged based on 60 runs. The threshold value
is 0.20 for PCs and 0.15 for PFCs. The threshold value is 0.20 for PCs and 0.15 for PFCs.
The plotted EOFs and F-EOFs provide an exploratory analysis of the effect of thresholding on the spatial patterns.
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the first four EOFs obtained from the thresholded covariance matrix (at a threshold value of
0.20) versus not thresholded PCs. The plots do not show any dramatic change between the EOFs that were obtained
from a regular covariance matrix and the ones obtained from a thresholded covariance matrix. A minor change in the
spatial patterns can be seen in the first EOF around Georgia and around North Carolina in the third EOF. However,
these alterations in the spatial patterns are trivial. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the first F-EOFs for some selected stations
in the study region. The plots represent the F-EOFs that were obtained from a first degree polynomial basis function
and a covariance matrix that was thresholded at a value of 0.15. The plots show that thresholding appears to have an
effect on the spatial patterns on stations 51 and 96. It does indeed tend to sparse the eigenstructure everywhere except
where the stations are located.
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Despite the change in some of the spatial patterns for some stations, generally, thresholding does not improve the
downscaling results. One reason that can justify this, is that thresholding is most useful when the sample size is small
compared to the dimension of the data, which is not the case for the results in table 4.8. That is, there are 480 obser-
vations in the fitting period versus a dimension of 99 grid cells. Thus, we repeated the analysis with a reduced fitting
period size from 16 to 25 of June. The results are shown in table 4.10. The threshold value was chosen according
to the modified Bickel and Levina [2008] selection method to be 0.05 and 0.50 for PCs and PFCs respectively. Even
for a smaller sample size, the results do not coincide with the simulation results. Here too, thresholding does not
seem to add any improvement to the predictive abilities of the PC and PFC models on average. In fact, in this case,
thresholding appears to worsen the performance of the PC model.
Regression
Models
Without Thresholding With Thresholding
All Station 29 Station 84 Station 107 All Station 29 Station 84 Station 107
PC 11.23 13.41 12.64 11.61 11.26 15.11 12.66 11.81
PFC 10.82 12.01 12.36 11.49 10.68 11.39 11.91 10.95
Table 4.10: RMSEs: training period is 16-25 June, validation period is 26-30 June. The PC models were fitted for:
station 29 with 18 PCs, station 84 with 5 PCs, and station 107 with 20 PCs. The PFC models were fitted with 1 PFC
(polynomial basis function with degree one). The threshold values are 0.05 and 0.50 for PCs and PFCs respectively.
For some stations, thresholding slightly improves the predictive ability of the PFCs model but, overall, the RMSE
values indicate that the predictive performance of the PC model was better prior thresholding. Table 4.11 summarizes
the results of similar analysis based on 60 replications using different fitting and validation periods. The table shows
that thresholding does not appear to improve the predictive performance of both PC and PFC model even when the
dimension of the data is small compared to the sample size
Regression Model Without Thresholding With ThresholdingAll Station 29 Station 84 Station 107 All Station 29 Station 84 Station 107
PC 10.23 10.90 9.38 9.88 10.09 12.40 10.59 10.56
PFC 9.81 10.10 7.99 7.95 9.77 9.63 9.06 9.07
Table 4.11: The RMSE value for some selected stations in the study region. We selected a fitting period of 10 days
(i.e. 240 data points) and we used the following 5 days (i.e. 120 data points) as a validation period. The RMSE values
are averaged based on 60 runs. The threshold value is 0.20 for PCs and 0.15 for PFCs. The threshold value is 0.05 for
PCs and 0.50 for PFCs.
The prediction plots for stations 29, 84, and 107 are shown in figures 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13. The plots indicate in general
that the PC model (whether the PCs were thresholded or not) is not able to outperform the PFC model. Moreover,
the PFC model outperforms the PC model regardless of the size of the fitting period. In addition, the prediction plots
show that the thresholded PFC predictions appears to outperforms the non-thresholded predictions especially in the
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afternoon.
Generally, for this particular data, thresholding does not improve the downscaling results. We searched exhaustively
over the covariance matrices that were used to compute the PCs and PFCs to gain an understanding of the lack of
improvement when applying thresholding. For the data in hand the covariance matrices seem to be already sparse with
a significant amount of matrix entries that are close to zero. Hence, for this dataset, thresholding might not enhance
the estimation of a matrix since the matrix appears to be already regularized and does not seem to need further im-
provement.
In summary, this section downscaled an air quality model using PFCs with a regularized covariance matrix. To regu-
larize the covariance matrix we employed a thresholding method that was proposed by Bickel and Levina [2008]. The
rationale for selecting this specific technique was its many practical virtues. The results obtained from downscaling
using thresholded PFCs were compared with non-thresholded PFCs as well as with thresholded PCs. For consistency,
we used the same ozone data that were used in the previous section. Prior to applying thresholding to the ozone data,
we performed a simple simulation and the results showed that thresholding helped improve the predictive ability of
both PC and PFC models. Compared to the non thresholded results, thresholding seems to have greater impact on PCs
more than PFCs. Moreover, as expected, thresholding appears to show significant improvement when the sample size
n is small compared to the dimension p.We applied thresholding when downscaling the REAM model outputs using
PFCs and the results we obtained did not coincide with the simulation results.
Thresholding did not add any improvement to the predictive ability of both, PC and PFC models. Furthermore, thresh-
olding appeared to worsen the performance of the PC models. Since thresholding is supposed to be more beneficial
when the sample size is small relative to the dimension, we repeated the analysis using a shorter fitting period. For a
shorter fitting period, thresholding appeared to add a minor improvement to the PFC model predictions while, on the
other hand, the predictions of the PC model appeared to get worse.
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4.4. DOWNSCALING AN ENSEMBLE OF AIR QUALITY MODELS
4.4 Downscaling an Ensemble of Air Quality Models
This section focuses on downscaling an ensemble air quality models and, like the previous sections, it consists of a
couple of components - notably, simulation aimed at providing insights into the performance of ensemble downscaling
using the DDR method as described in Section 3.3.4 and downscaling ground level ozone. As we are focusing on the
application of PFC, we adapt the simulation conducted by Cook [2007]. However, we modify it to accommodate
an ensemble of models instead of a single model. An ensemble is originally built based on a reference model that
in application is thought to best predicts the actual measurements. Ensembles are created by altering some initial
conditions in the reference model.
4.4.1 Simulation Illustrations
As stated above, ensemble members are supposed to maintain the information provided by the reference model and
must have better performance compared to single reference models as an ensemble accounts for the uncertainties and
may include a better model than the default model. Consequently, our simulation need to take into consideration two
characteristics when generating the data that serves the purpose of ensemble downscaling using PFCs - that is, firstly,
imitate the mechanisms of how an ensemble is created and, secondly, generated ensemble members have to be suitable
for the use of PFCs, i.e. the generated data should be tailored with respect to the response value. Furthermore, since
our applications are on atmospheric models, we need to mimic the gridded structure of a geophysical model in our
application. Thus, assuming that the best model that predicts the actual measurement is defined as
X1,X2, · · · ,Xp
where each Xi is a vector that represents a geophysical model output at a grid cell i and has size n. Thus, X have
n× p dimension. For simplicity we generated each X to be a normally distributed variable with mean 0 and standard
deviation 1. Then we generate the response value (actual measurement) y according to the following forward linear
model y = XW + , where  is a standard normal error term variable and W is a user-specified weights vector
of length p. We are trying to mimic a gridded model where each X represents the model output at a specific grid
cell. In application we would expect that the measurement of interest is best predicted at a grid cell where the mea-
surement monitoring station is located. Furthermore, the measurement of interest also might depend on the outputs
of neighbouring grid cells while the outputs of far away cells would have a weak or no impact on the measurement
value. Hence, we selected the weights such that optimum weight 1 was given to one variable (representing the grid
cell where the station is located) and then the weights gradually decrease to 0 (as the grid cell gets further). Hence we
specify the weights vector W as follows
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• W1 = 1.
• 0.4 ≤W2, · · · ,W10 ≤ 0.60
• 0.1 ≤W11, · · · ,W30 ≤ 0.35
• 0.05 ≤W31, · · · ,W40 ≤ 0.09
• W41, · · · ,Wp = 0
For each set of weights, we randomly select a value within the specified range and assign this value randomly to the
weight value Wi. We then generate a reference modelMref to be vector function of the best model as follow
Mref = f1(X1), f2(X2), · · · , fp(Xp)
In practice, the functions f(.) are unknown, but represent the knowledge of geophysics modellers. The reference
model Mref is created by experts to mimic the best model. Since, in real life the best model is not known, Mref is
created as substitute of the best model depending on the specification by climate experts on what represents the best
model in practice. For simplicity, we use power functions (f(x) = xq) to create Mref , as in practice the function
f(.) is nonlinear. After generatingMref we simulate the ensemble members.
In application, ensemble models are built using the reference model by adding slight alterations. But, generally, we
would expect that an ensemble would outperform a single reference model because it accounts for many input related
uncertainties. A good ensemble will have the majority of its members to show good predictive ability of response
variable, with few models that do not perform very well. While a poor ensemble would have the majority of its
members to show a poor predictive performance. As the purpose of this study is the examine the use of PFCs in
downscaling ensembles based models, we need to adapt the inverse simulation model of Cook [2007]. Now, consider
the following inverse models
X = Γy + σε (4.2)
XM = ΓMref + σε (4.3)
where X is a model that depends on the response value y (similar to the simulation inverse model in Cook [2007], XM
depends on the reference model Γ=(1, 0, · · · , 0)T ,  is a standard normal error term and σ > 0. The best ensemble
(almost impossible to have in practice) would have all its members generated using the model in Equation 4.2. In
equations 4.2 and 4.3 the parameter σ specifies how the generated data varies from the response value in equation 4.2
and from the reference model in equation 4.3. A bad ensemble would have all its members generated using Equation
4.3. In reality an ensemble would include a mixture of both good and poor models, depending on having more good
models than poor models to get satisfactory prediction results. We generate 4 sets of ensembles to apply the DDR
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method as follows
• The best ensemble: where all its members is created using equation 4.2.
• Good ensemble: where the majority of its members is created using equation 4.2.
• Poor ensemble: where the majority of its members is created using equation 4.3.
• Bad ensemble: where all its members is created using equation 4.3.
We generate 50 ensemble members and fix the dimension in each model to p =100. We perform the simulation with
four sample sizes 100, 200, 500, and 1000. In each case, we use the last 50 observations as a validation period. For
computational convenience, as well as straightforward comparison, we only choose one PC1 per member in the first
reduction stage. Then, we choose one PC2 in the second reduction stage to carry out the PC downscaling. Similarly,
for the PFC downscaling we select one PFC1 reduction stage and the first PFC2 in the second reduction stage.
PFCs are computed using a polynomial basis function with degree one. Table 4.12, summarizes the simulation results
based on 100 runs for the four sets of ensembles (best, good, poor, and bad) and the PC and PFC downscaling results
of the reference model. For the purpose of comparison we repeat the simulation where we specify the weights W to
be equal to Γ=(1, 0, · · · , 0)T . The results are shown in table 4.13. We repeated the simulation using σ = 5 to
examine the effect of increased variation on the predictive performance. The results are shown in table 4.14. Figure
4.14 summarizes the simulation results. In general, the simulation results indicate that ensemble downscaling using
the DDR method shows a better predictive ability than single model downscaling. Furthermore, the RMSE value tend
to decrease when the sample size n increases. This is expected since we are using regression models even if the model
is not a good fit. In addition, when the sample size is relatively large (n=1000) there does not seem to be a significant
difference between the performance of the PC and PFC models.
Figure 4.14 shows that in all simulation trials, ensemble downscaling using the DDR method appears to improve the
predictive ability when applied to the best ensemble and the good ensemble. This indicates that DDR downscaling
seems to performs best when applied to a stable more consistent ensemble with a good predictive ability. On the other
hand, the DDR method appears to perform worst when applied to the poor and bad ensemble compared to the other
sets of ensembles. The PFC model appears to outperform the PC model in terms of predictive performance. However,
when downscaling the single reference model PFC seems to perform worst when the sample size is relatively small.
To summarize, downscaling using the DDR method appears to work best when the ensemble members have a good
satisfactory predictive ability. Moreover, PFC-DDR appears to outperform PC-DDR regardless of whether the
ensemble has a good or poor predictive ability.
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4.4. DOWNSCALING AN ENSEMBLE OF AIR QUALITY MODELS
4.4.2 Downscaling Ground Level Ozone
In this section, we use the Polyphemus ensemble, which produces ozone forecasts across France to illustrate our
proposed methodology. The simulation results in section 4.4.1 indicate that the proposed DDR technique would
perform better if ensemble members have a relatively good predictive performance. The Polyphemus ensemble have
107 members some of which would have an inadequate performance, possibly due to the fact that was built using a
significantly large number of parameters, which could be a source to many performance deficiencies. Hence, we only
consider models that show a relatively satisfactory performance.
There are many selection methods that can be employed in our case. One approach would be to discard the models
with the highest RMSE, however, the drawback of this method is that the selection would be carried out after knowing
all the facts, i.e. all observations are known. Another approach is to filter out the models randomly. However, this
might lead to a loss of some good models within the ensemble. An alternative approach is to use a testing period with
a significant number of observations, then we can measure how often a model computed the closest concentration to
the observation. We adapt this approach as follows
1. We choose a testing period with a relatively sufficient number of observations.
2. For each observation, we give one point to the model that best predicts the observations.
3. We loop over all observations, summing up the assigned points of each model.
4. We filter out the models with the lowest number of points.
As noted above, the Polyphemus ensemble has 107 members of which six are reference models. These models are
built by hand, and not generated automatically. The developers of the Polyphemus system have selected the parameters
of theses reference models without any perturbation in the input field [Damien and Mallet, 2010]. Therefore, it makes
sense to retain these six models. When applying our proposed selection method, we retain 46 models. Thus, we have
an ensemble that has a total of 52 members including the six reference models. Thus, we perform our analysis over
France using 52 members of the Polyphemus ensemble and each member produces ozone concentrations forecasts
over 770 grid cells that cover all of France. We use measurements of 35 urban stations that scatter across France and
perform the downscaling for the summer period of 2001. Our analyses commence performing the first reduction stage
of the DDR method, which is to eliminate spatial redundancy of each of the 52 members. For each model we apply
both PC and PFC analysis. To compute the PFCs we use a third degree polynomial basis function.
Prior to performing the second reduction step, we plotted the EOFs and F-EOFs for each model to have an insight
on the spatial contribution of PCs and PFCs in each model. As the number of PCs and PFCs are relatively large we
narrow them by presenting the first EOF and the first F-EOF plot for some selected models, after all the first EOFs
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account for the maximum variation of the data. Figures 4.15 to 4.18 show the first EOF versus the first F-EOF for
stations 9 and some selected ensemble members. The general variation of ozone appears to be higher over land than
over ocean on the West. Furthermore, the distribution appears to be relatively higher over the southeastern coastline
and the Mediterranean sea, where it is known to be close to emission regions. The plots show that F-EOFs appear to
catch more information around the location at which the station is located. Furthermore, F-EOFs distribution appears
to reflect the variation of ozone in neighbouring locations, which indicates that it captures more regional spatial infor-
mation than EOFs. The plots for station 9 (figures 4.15 to 4.18) show that the F-EOFs reflect the distribution of ozone
concentrations of the south-eastern coastline of France and over the Mediterranean. Moreover, the ozone gradient
seems to decrease toward the eastern coastline. On the other hand, the EOFs appear to be associated with regional
ozone patterns at which the variations are lower at the northwestern coastline, which are far from the stations location.
However, for models 37 and 45, EOFs show a relative resemblance to ozone variations in the F-EOFs.
To examine the consistency of our findings, we plotted the first EOFs and F-EOFs for station 27, which is located at a
more central location than station 9. The plots are for some selected ensemble members and are shown in figures 4.19
to 4.22. For this station, ozone variation distribution appears to be relatively similar for both EOFs and F-EOFs. The
noticeable difference is that F-EOFs show higher concentration at the stations location than the EOFs. To summarize,
the graphs suggest that the PFC method seems to be able to capture regional information that are relevant to the loca-
tion of interest as well as reducing the dimension efficiently.
































Figure 4.15: First EOF and F-EOF plot for ensemble member 4 of station 9. The F-EOF is obtained using a third
degree polynomial basis function
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Figure 4.16: First EOF and F-EOF plot for ensemble member 7 of station 9. The F-EOF is obtained using a third
degree polynomial basis function
































Figure 4.17: First EOF and F-EOF plot for ensemble member 37 of station 9. The F-EOF is obtained using a third
degree polynomial basis function
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Figure 4.18: First EOF and F-EOF plot for ensemble member 45 of station 9. The F-EOF is obtained using a third
degree polynomial basis function
































Figure 4.19: First EOF and F-EOF plot for ensemble member 5 of station 27. The F-EOF is obtained using a third
degree polynomial basis function
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Figure 4.20: First EOF and F-EOF plot for ensemble member 28 of station 27. The F-EOF is obtained using a third
degree polynomial basis function
































Figure 4.21: First EOF and F-EOF plot for ensemble member 38 of station 27. The F-EOF is obtained using a third
degree polynomial basis function
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Figure 4.22: First EOF and F-EOF plot for represents the RMSE member 43 of station 27. The F-EOF is obtained
using a third degree polynomial basis function
4.4.3 Identifying the Best PCs and PFCs
While the first reduction stage provided us with essential spatial information, further reduction across the models is
needed to carry out the downscaling. At this stage we use the PFC1 − scores obtained at the first stage to perform
further dimension reduction across the models to downscale the ensemble. Since we performed the first reduction step
using a polynomial basis function with degree three, we are restricted to use a maximum of three scores per model
[Cook, 2007]. Initially we maintain the first PC score and the first PFC score for each model to reduce the dimension
across the models. That is we reduce the dimension of a total of 52 scores (one for each model).
To perform the downscaling, we used the period from 1 June to 31 July as a fitting period and validate our method
by using the period from 1 to 10 August as a validation period. The downscaling is performed on all the selected 35
stations in the study region. Table 4.15 shows the RMSE values averaged over all selected stations and for different
PC and PFC models. This is to help in identifying the best PC and PFC regression models that can produce the best
downscaling results for our data. To avoid over-fitting we restrict the maximum number of predictors to 10 (through
cross-validation). To clarify why some cells in table are empty, according to Cook [2007], the number of predictors
should not exceed the power of the basis function, this is why we do restrict the model fitting to a maximum of the
power used in the polynomial function (for detailed theoretical justification see Cook [2007]).
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The table suggests that a PC model with one PC score as predictor seems to be the best fit as it holds the smaller
averaged RMSE value compared to the other PC models. Moreover, the table shows that a PFC mode with one PFC
score that was obtained using a second degree polynomial basis function, appears to outperform other PFCs models.
Hence, we limit our analysis by adapting these two downscaling models: a PC model with one PC score as a predictor,
and a PFC model with one PFC score (computed using a second degree polynomial basis function) as a predictor.
Table 4.16 shows that averaged RMSE values over all 35 stations and for some selected stations. In addition, we
selected one of the six reference models in the ensemble and used to perform the downscaling. The bar plot in figure
4.23 summarizes the results of table 4.16. The results in the left side panel of table 4.16 are similar to the analysis
performed earlier, where we downscaled a single air quality model. The right side panel of table 4.16 shows the
downscaling results of our proposed DDR techniques. The results for downscaling the reference model are in total
agreement with the results obtained then - that is, PFCs outperform PCs. On average the prediction error improved
by approximately 4% when downscaling using PFCs. Improvement percentage is relatively small, however, the table
shows that averaged RMSEs yield relatively large improvements within each station individually.
Comparing ensemble downscaling to single model downscaling, both table 4.16 and the bar plot indicate that generally
downscaling an ensemble of models show better predictive performance than downscaling a single air quality model.
This could be because ensembles accommodate many input parameters and parameter values, which might help in ac-
counting many uncertainties. The table shows that all RMSE values when downscaling an ensemble are smaller than
their corresponding values when downscaling a single reference model. Furthermore, PC-DDR downscaling show a
5% improvement compared to PC downscaling, and PFC-DDR downscaling show a 4% improvement compared to
PFC downscaling. This implies that taking the actual measurement into account could improve the downscaling re-
sults. For each station individually the PFC-DDR method still showed a better performance that the PC-DDR method.
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Regression Model Single Reference Model Downscaling Ensemble DDR DownscalingAll Station 3 Station 15 Station 121 All Station 3 Station 15 Station 21
PC 20.65 22.99 22.85 18.11 19.70 21.49 21.86 17.06
PFC 20.01 22.30 22.04 17.04 19.23 20.74 21.16 16.95
Table 4.16: Downscaling results: RMSE values averaged over all stations in the study region and for some selected
stations. The PC model is fitted with on PC and PFC model is fitted with one PFC. The PFC is computed using a
second degree polynomial function. The fitting period is from 1 June to 31 July 2001, and the validation period is
from 1 to 10 August 2001.
All Stations Station 3 Station 15 Station 21






All Stations Station 3 Station 15 Station 21








Figure 4.23: A graphical summary of the results of table 4.16
To verify the consistency of our findings and validate out results we repeated out analysis for 10 different samples.
We randomly select a fitting period of similar size as the period used in table 4.15, i.e. 61 one consecutive days, and
use to perform the DDR method and the appropriate final regression models to perform the downscaling. Then we
used the preceding 10 days to validate our results. Figures 4.24 to 4.28 show graphical summaries of our findings for
each one of the randomly chosen samples. On the left hand side panel of each plot are box plots, providing insightful
information that is needed here such as the minimum RMSE value and not emphasize on the variation or distributional
information. The right hand side panel shows line plots of the averaged RMSE values for different regression models
with different number of predictors. Basically these line plots represent RMSE tables similar to table 4.15. That is
why some of the blue lines cut off after a certain number of predictors.
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4.4. DOWNSCALING AN ENSEMBLE OF AIR QUALITY MODELS
The plots indicate that downscaling using PFCs outperform PCs. More specifically, ensemble downscaling using PFC-
DDR method seem to show better predictive ability than other downscaling methods (except for the sample in the top
panel of figure 4.26). In addition, a PFC based method (whether it is a DDR method or a single model method) appears
to be superior to PCs as a regression dimension reduction technique.
We repeated our analysis using two scores per model in the second reductive step. That is, for each model we selected
the first two scores to carry out the modular reduction, yielding a total of 104 (2 × 52) variables to be used in the
second reduction step. Table 4.17 shows the averaged RMSEs for different regression models and different number of
predictors. In this table we use the period from 1 June to 31 July as a fitting period and the period from 1 to 10 August
as a validation period. The table shows that the PC predictions improves as the number of PCs in the regression model
increase, on the other hand, PFCs show better predictive performance when the number of predictors in the model
is relatively small. Moreover, the PC-DDR models appear to outperform the PFC-DDR method only when nine PC
scores are included in the model.
For additional insights, we repeated the analysis for 10 different samples and the results are summarized in figures
4.29 to 4.33. The plots show that PC-DDR model have better predictive performance compared to PFC-DDR model
only when the regression model contains six or more predictors. This means that PFC-DDR method appears to be
a better dimension regression reduction method than PC-DDR. It is worth mentioning that in all cases either using
PCs or PFCs, downscaling an ensemble using DDR method seem to yield more accurate forecasts than downscaling
a single air quality models (in all plots the solid line, which refers to the ensemble, is usually below the dashed line,
which refers to the single model).
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4.4. DOWNSCALING AN ENSEMBLE OF AIR QUALITY MODELS
In summary, the section downscaled an air quality ensemble using a new proposed method called the double dimension
reduction technique (DDR). The proposed technique is a two step reduction procedure that serves two purposes. First,
to reduce the dimension of ensemble outputs while maintaining sufficient spatial information. The second purpose
is to combine the ensemble forecasts, thus, it would be appropriate for the of downscaling. In the first step we filter
out redundant spatial information of each ensemble member while in the second stage we use the spatially reduced
variables that were obtain in the first step to perform further reduction across the models of an ensemble, yielding in
elimination of redundant models.
We performed a simulation study to get an insight on the efficiency of our proposed method. The simulation results
indicate that ensemble downscaling outperformed single model downscaling in general which is expected because
ensembles account for many uncertainties which a single model cannot capture. Furthermore, the simulation results
showed that DDR downscaling would perform best when an ensemble have a good forecasting ability. That is, the
DDR technique seems to work best when all or the majority of ensemble members have a satisfactory performance in
predicting the measure of interest. We applied the DDR method to downscale ground level ozone outputs over France
using the Polyphemus ensemble.
In general, the obtained results coincide with the simulation results when considering only one score per member
in the second reductive stage. The results indicate that PFC-DDR downscaling outperform PC-DDR downscaling.
We repeated the analysis for different fitting and validations periods and results coincides with the initially chosen
period. We repeated the analysis using two scores per ensemble member in the second reductive step. The results
show that PC-DDR method seems to outperform PFC-DDR only when the we consider six or more PC scores in
the regression model. Although this means better prediction results, this does not serve the purpose of dimension
reduction. Generally, either we use PC or PFC in the DDR method, ensemble downscaling seem to have more accurate
forecasts than when downscaling a single reference model. The findings in this chapter - sections 4.1 through 4.4 cover
several aspects of predictive modelling by highlighting the importance of not only model training and validation, but
also the scope for embedding expert knowledge in the models. These characteristics are crucial in model performance
- accuracy and reliability. In the next exposition, we outline performance assessment of the PFC downscaling method
using alternative methods for performance comparability as suggested in Section 3.4. These results are designed to
validate the proposed method.
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4.5 Performance Assessment Using Alternative Predictive Methods
This section provides a comparative assessment of PFC model predictions using two predictive modelling techniques -
Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Decision Trees (DT) models. To carry out the analysis we use the US ozone data
presented in section 3.1.1. For simplicity, we discretise the target variable based on its distributional behaviour. The
left and right hand side panels of Figure 4.34 present actual and forecast densities respectively. Both densities exhibit
a pronounced bi-modal pattern on the basis of which we discretise the vector using the mean-based rule illustrated in
Figure 3.5.
Figure 4.34: Plot of actual (LHS) and forecast (RHS) densities for selected samples
The bimodality of the actual and forecast ozones is evident in the class proportions shown in Table 4.18. The pro-
portions, obtained from discretisation, correspond to the priors and posteriors in Algorithm 1 and, depending on the
nature and stage of modelling, either of these can be used as input parameters to a predictive model.
Station Sample Priors PosteriorsClass One Class Two Class One Class Two
Station 99 Sample 9 0.5166667 0.4833333 0.5 0.5
Station 99 Sample 55 0.4583333 0.5416667 0.4 0.6
Station 98 Sample 31 0.475 0.525 0.4916667 0.5083333
Station 98 Sample 28 0.4666667 0.5333333 0.5 0.5
Table 4.18: Estimated Class Proportions - priors and posteriors
Comparatives data are sampled from an n × p data matrix used to do the downscaling in air quality model. The
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rows, n = 2203, represent hours of day from 05:00hrs to 23:00hrs on 01st June while columns 1 to 109 are the
actual ground level ozone concentrations for 109 monitoring stations scattered across South-Eastern United States
and columns 110 to 213 are the Air Quality Model output (REAM output) for 104 grid cells covering the same
South-Eastern region. More specifically, we computed two averages across columns one for the ground level ozone
concentrations and another for REAM outputs. These were then discretised to form a binary class variable based on
the class weights rule in Table 4.18. We then sampled training data from the full data matrix, creating a new matrix
X∗ ⊂ X with the discretised class label. The algorithm was trained on this sample and tested on a new unlabelled
sample of notionally unmonitored stations which we treat as unobserved and, without loss of generality, we carry out
performance comparative analyses modelled on algorithm 1 and Table 4.18. Algorithm 1 provides scope for conduct-
ing various performance comparative analyses. Plotting fitted against observed values as the four panels in Figure
4.35 shows, is one way of assessing performance via data visualisation. The four panels represent samples from four
different stations. As the locations of these stations are known, any set can be adopted as a regional set from which
one or more local stations may be isolated for testing by simply masking actual (observed) values.
Figure 4.35: Patterns of four stations’ PFC forecasts versus observed ozone levels from selected samples
The choice of the test stations can be carried out automatically by setting specific parameters in the algorithm, it can
also be via visual inspection. For instance, good predictions such as Station 98 Sample 28 and weakly fitted Station
99 Sample 55 provide good candidates for testing. On the other hand, generated fitted parameters can be retained for
use in further analyses - for instance, the confusion matrix will provide information on regression or misclassification
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errors; plotting training versus cross-validation errors provide information on model over-fitting, if any.
Figure 4.36: ROC curves for SVM, selected PFCs and Decision Trees
One typical performance assessment uses ROC curves for which we follow our setting in Section 3.4.2 in which PFC
predictions are derived from an n× p matrix. We appraise the power of PFCs by adapting downscaling to a standard
predictive problem setting the stations and REAM outputs as predictors of ozone levels. Averaging across stations
provides a notional regional parameter on the basis of which ozone levels of any of the stations can be predicted
and/or tested. Hence, we discretised the average columns following the rule in Figure 3.5 to create two classes, as
suggested by the distributional behaviour of the target variable in Figure 4.34. The binarisation creates two categories
of ozone - that is, high and low ozone levels lying above and below the mean respectively. We then trained Support
Vector Machines and Decision Trees models on the ozone/REAM output data and tested the models on samples
from the same lot not used in training. The ROC curve plots [Egan, 1975] in Figure 4.36 represent the performance
assessment of the three methods and the dominance of Support Vector Machines (SVM) is obvious. They were fitted
based on the information obtained from repeated searches using different multiple model parameters and recording
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the attained performances associated with multiple iso-performance (tangent) lines. Since sensitivity and specificity
quantify avoidance of false negatives and false positives respectively, alarm could be triggered for marginally high
ozone levels in which case, the PFCs appear to be making good attempts versus SVM. Completely outperformed are
decision trees.
It is important to note that while a classifier is usually said to be optimal if it yields results in the north-western corner
of the plot, classifier superiority must always be decided by taking variation into consideration which is precisely what
Algorithm 1 seeks to achieve. By setting κ large, averaging of ROC curves can yield good, reliable results through
cross-validation or bagging techniques. Multiple runs on κ provide scope for measuring the margins by which curves
vary and by so doing attain sensible averaging measures. Hence, we iteratively assessed multiple models on the
basis of iso-performance lines and, in this case, we assessed PFC performance through comparative analyses versus
alternatives modelling techniques - in this case, SVM and Decision Trees.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
This thesis seeks to develop a suitable approach towards improving air quality models forecasts. More specifically,
it employs statistical downscaling to improve the predictions of air quality models based on two important issues
relating to downscaling air quality model. Firstly, air quality model forecasts tend to have low spatial resolutions
and, secondly, the gridded model outputs tend to have relatively large spatial dimensions. It was this issue of high
dimensionality that motivated us to focus on performing the downscaling using a dimension reduction methods on
the rationale that the proposed dimension reduction method would serve its purpose of reducing dimension while
maintaining the influential spatial and regional information provided by the air quality model. Hence our focus was
mainly on statistical downscaling using PFC as a newcomer to the air quality downscaling portfolio of techniques.
Practical applications of PFCs in statistical dimension reduction, as motivated by Cook [2007], provide scope for
reducing, typically, high-dimensional data without ignoring the response variable. This feature makes PFC a sensible
choice for downscaling when using regression as well as classification methods. A significant amount of work in the
thesis therefore went down to adapting the use of PFCs in air quality downscaling by investigating a wide range of
techniques the evolution of which would have helped develop interest in the use of PFCs in downscaling. The work is
presented in various scenarios that fall under a similar research umbrella - downscaling of air quality models.
While the work consolidates its knowledge base by investigating into the aforementioned downscaling techniques,
the focal point was to develop a novel approach to downscaling air quality model using PFCs which we consider as
our first step. The next step was to extend work on PFC downscaling to tackle the problem of inconsistently large
covariance matrices as they are crucial to obtaining PFC’s key parameters and this is followed by a generalization of
the application of PFCs in downscaling by creating a downscaling method to downscale an ensemble of air quality
models. Strongly relating to this is an appraisal of the PFC as downscaling technique, which we accomplish via
a comparative analysis with other regression and classification-based techniques as detailed in Section 3.4.2. The
following is the summary of the work accomplished including our contribution to knowledge.
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5.1 Summary of Thesis Results, Contributions, and Limitations
As noted above, the thesis sought to develop, apply and promote the application of PFCs in downscaling air quality
models. Further, it aimed at assessing the predictive performance and comparability of selected downscaling models,
specifically focusing on downscaling ground level ozone and predicting its concentration levels - the seriousness of
ground level ozone is well-documented. Hence, the thesis sets off, in Chapter 1, Section 1.2, by providing clear
problem definition and objectives around this scenario as well as providing the work motivation and contribution
to knowledge. Current practices are detailed in Chapter 2. Technical details and theoretical underpinnings for the
development and deployment of PFCs for downscaling appear in Section 3.2 under Chapter 3 which also provides a
description of data sources. Contribution to knowledge is via answering the research question in Section 1.2 and goes
through PFC downscaling, model comparability and assessment. The material in the subsections between sections
3.2 and 3.4 is all devoted to answering this question. As noted earlier, its main purpose is to provide fundamental
insights as to whether the scientific community is capable of narrowing down the global environmental phenomena
via regional discordance and scales - i.e., by blending dynamical and statistical models into robust non-linear methods
for a better understanding of regional and global climate data. This section summarises the results and objectives’
level of attainment.
5.1.1 Contribution Components
The thesis developed a downscaling method that employs PFCs to reduce the spatial dimension of an air quality model
outputs and then proceeded with the downscaling using the spatially reduced variables. Further, the proposed method
was compared not only to a wide range of downscaling methods - notably simple regression and PCA regression,
but a comparative analysis was extended to other predictive methods as detailed in Section 3.4. These comparisons
- based both on real and simulated data provided great support for our proposed approach as they typically exhibited
a better performance of PFC than most competing models. Comparisons with predictive models such as Support
Vector Machines (SVM) sought to highlight its potential to addressing Bayesian oriented approaches in learning and
mapping regional to local features or vice versa. While PFC did not prove superior over SVM its double-role as
dimensional-reduction and predictive method still gives it an upper hand, in a downscaling domain.
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Component I
In terms of performance, simulation results indicated that PFCs outperform other downscaling methods and provide
great predictive ability. PFCs were applied to downscale ozone outputs over the South-Eastern region of the United
States and ozone outputs that were simulated by the REAM model were used. Ozone measurements from 94 monitor-
ing stations within the study region made it possible to carry out analyses for each station separately which saw PFC
regression outperforming other downscaling methods at the majority of stations in the study area. There were cases
in which PFCs did not work well, and these could be attributed to the limited number of grid cells in the study region
and there was evidence to suggest that these stations were located at the border of the grid cell domain. These findings
are typical in data clustering applications which are quite similar to the downscaling problem being tackled in this
thesis. The solution was, therefore, to cross-validate them by repeating our analysis for different fitting and validation
periods and the overall findings, obtained based on the mechanics of Algorithm 1, confirmed that PFC downscaling
yields more accurate forecasts than the other methods. Results from uncertainty testing by the Jackknife technique
were consistent with Cook [2007] - confirming that PFCs outperform PCs as a regression dimension reduction.
One might argue that our method lacks the information that can be obtained by using a spatially and temporally vary-
ing coefficient in the regression model such as the downscaler used in Berrocal et al. [2011]. This type of weighted
downscalers have the advantage of borrowing strength for coefficients in neighbouring locations and across space,
while in our case we obtain a different coefficient for each location (station) individually. Although our technique does
not borrow strength from neighbouring grid cell, we believe that our method could be more adaptive to spatial prop-
erties that might exist in the region, such as teleconnections and anisotropy. Another important avenue to improve the
forecasting ability of the PFC model would be to consider additional factors that affect ozone levels (e.g. temperature).
One may think of the common EOFs [Benestad, 2002b] as a potential tool for that goal. Initial investigation was done
using Temperature as a predictor in the downscaling process in addition to REAM.
Although we would expect the predictive ability of the model to improve, the results showed that adding temperature
as a predictor in the downscaling process did not improve the models predictive performance. This might be because
REAM already seems to capture well the impact of temperature on ozone. Finally, the uncertainties in the model itself,
due to numerical errors or unknown parameterizations of chemistry and transport of ozone and its precursors, ought
to also trickle down to the location of interest through downscaling. This is a challenging task that most requires a
Bayesian framework to reflect prior scientific knowledge. Consequently, as part of assessing the performance of PFCs,
we have set a Bayesian scenario in Section 3.4.2 with corresponding results presented in Section 4.5.
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Component II
PFC downscaling was extended to consider another dimension reduction related issue which is the estimation of the
covariance matrix. We argued that the covariance matrix is not a good estimate for the actual population matrix if
the dimension of the variables is large compared to the size of the sample [Dempster, 1969]. For this reason we were
motivated to improve our results by applying matrix regularization prior to computing the PFCs. We adapted a matrix
thresholding technique that was proposed by Bickel and Levina [2004] to regularize the covariance matrices that are
used to compute PFCs and then proceed with the downscaling using the thresholded PFCs. We performed a simulation
study to examine the effect of thresholding the covariance matrix on both PC and PFC downscaling and results showed
that thresholding the covariance matrix improved the PC and PFC downscaling performance while thresholded PFCs
yielded more accurate predictions than those attained by thresholded PCs. Furthermore, thresholding appeared to
significantly improve the forecasting ability of both downscaling models when the sample size was relatively small
compared to the dimension. These sample-dependent findings are interesting in that they can be pursued in future
applications by adapting the mechanics of Algorithm 1 with new datasets, different κ and varying sample sizes.
Results from downscaling of REAM ozone outputs using thresholded PFCs were not consistent with simulation results.
In fact, thresholding appeared to marginally worsen the predictive ability of the models - this feature was observed
via repeated analyses using different fitting and validation periods sampled from X. This should not be surprising
as, in practice, some techniques might fail to give good estimators as we require when applied to real life data which
could be due to the nature of the dataset in hand. That is precisely why EDA is such a fundamental stage in any
serious modelling exercises and it is on this reasoning that we set it as part of our very first objective. In this case, lack
of improvement in downscaling results could be explained by the fact that for the ozone data at hand, the resulting
covariance matrices were already quite sparse and they did not need further regularizing. Another possible reason was
that the spatio-temporal characteristic of the ozone data exhibited a systematic ordering that referred to the time point
each value was measured at. Further, due to the spatial nature, the ozone data do not have an organized structural order
on the plane and so, although we can index the distance between the variables using some kind of metric labelling,
we cannot guarantee a clear ordered pattern. Thus because of this ordered/unordered feature of the data in hand,
it is worthwhile to apply other regularizing methods that can handle such data. Other regulating approaches such as
banding or tapering could be used when the data are ordered, however, they still do not take into account the unordered
nature of the data. More sophisticated approaches may be needed for this case.
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Component III
Generally, we proposed a new downscaling method that is based on a two-step dimension reduction procedure called
double dimension reduction (DDR). The DDR method starts by first eliminating spatial redundancy, and then goes on
to use the spatially reduced variables to perform further reduction across ensemble members. The thesis conducted
a simulation study to verify the efficiency of the proposed downscaling technique and the findings were compared
to the single model downscaling method described in Chapter 3. The simulation results indicated that downscaling
an ensemble of models using the DDR method is successful when the majority of ensemble members have an ade-
quate forecasting ability - which is not surprising. Furthermore, downscaling an ensemble using the DDR method
yielded better predictive ability than the single model and, most importantly, PFC-DDR downscaling yielded more
accurate forecasts that PC-DDR downscaling. We used DDR downscaling to downscale ozone outputs simulated by
the Polyphemus ensemble and we performed downscaling over France in the summer of 2005 with convincing results.
The implementation procedure involved downscaling ozone predictions of 52 ensemble members and using one mea-
surements for 35 stations scattered over urban areas of the French region. We illustrated our proposed methodology
on each measurement network individually and also downscaled a single reference model to compare the results to
ensemble downscaling. We used one PFC-score per model in the second reductive step, the downscaling results co-
incided with the simulation results. That is PFC- DDR downscaling yielded the best predictive ability compared to
the other approaches. On the other hand, increasing the number of variables to be used in the second reduction stage,
yielded results which were slightly divergent from the simulation results - that is, the PFC-DDR did not show an
adequate predictive ability compared to PC-DDR. One possible reason could be because there might still be models
within the ensemble that do not predict ozone very well, and by including two scores per model in the second stage
we might have increases the inadequate contribution of these models in our downscaling, yielding an insignificant
downscaling performance. Nevertheless, in this case PC-DDR only outperformed PFC-DDR when a relatively large
number of predictors were used to fit the regression model - indicating that PFCs remains a superior tool.
Finally, comparative assessment of the predictive power of PFC downscaling was conducted by measuring up the
method against SVM and DT models. The main idea here was to draw it up against typically predictive modelling
techniques without downscaling features. PFC downscaling outperforming of sampled trees and close performance
with SVM provided further grounds to assert that our findings have great scope for extension into predictive modelling.
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5.2 Potential Future Directions for Research
Like all research projects, it is expected that this work will lead to new research directions. More specifically, we
do expect some of its results to trigger new interesting research questions and establish a basis for future work. One
natural path towards motivating that goal is to use PFCs in other climate studies to address other research problems
other than downscaling. Potentials examples of PFC applications in climate studies are briefly presented below.
5.2.1 Bayesian Approach for Ensemble Downscaling and Calibration:
Many ensemble calibration techniques have been introduced in literature. The gridded nature of ensemble members
motivates the calibration of ensemble forecasts because observations for every forecast grid point are available. In
particular, techniques such as Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) [Raftery et al., 2005] that takes each ensemble
member into account have gained great deal of importance. The BMA method has been used to combine ensemble
models outputs by assigning weights to each model based on their probabilistic information. BMA and PFCs could
potentially be used to downscale an ensemble with BMA combining gridded ensemble models outputs and applied to
each grid cell output separately in an ensemble ofm models, say, as follows
M1 = xn,1, xn,2, · · · , xn,p
M2 = xn,1, xn,2, · · · , xn,p
...
Mm = xn,1, xn,2, · · · , xn,p
Where n is the sample size, p the number of grid cells. Combining outputs of each grid cell separately based on BMA
yields a set of combined forecastsM = yn,1, yn,2, · · · , yn,p. Then we can apply PFCs to reduce the dimension of
the new combined forecasts and proceed with the downscaling and forecast calibration. A similar approach was used
to develop and assess the classifiers used in the comparative analyses of Section 3.4 where the m models correspond
to the n× p matrix representing hours of day from 05:00hrs to 23:00hrs on 01st June from the South-Eastern region
of the United States with class labels being discretised averages across columns.
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5.2.2 Statistical Emulation of an Air Quality Model:
Emulation of a full air quality model directly is not an easy task to accomplish due to their high-dimensionality. Hence,
emulation of a full CTM model needs to take into account the input parameters Pt and a state vector of the targeted
output yt. Then the CTM updates the state vector yt at time t to time yt+1 at step t+ 1 using the input Pt as follows
yt+1 =M(yt, Pt) (5.1)
Hence, in order to emulate the full model we need to reduce the dimension of the parameters and state vector - that
is, reduce the dimension of P , model inputs xt and outputs xt+1 using a suitable dimension reduction method -
which may reasonably be PFCs. As fitting PFCs requires specification of a response variable, a sensible choice for
the response variable would be the state vector of the output variable obtained from a previous training period. For
example if the purpose of the study requires the emulation of ozone concentrations, we can use its state vector variable
as a predictor in the inverse regression to compute the PFCs and select the leading PFC modes of the input, output and
parameters before performing the emulation. Evaluation of this method might be through comparison of PFCs and
PCs emulations or a comparative analysis involving alternative predictive methods as illustrated in Section 3.4.
The proposed method in this work derived from Cook and Li [2009] and should provide scope for developing
new ideas in tackling likelihood-based solutions to dimensional reduction, in particular. There is also great
potential for extending applications to predictive modelling - especially as the target variable is not restricted
to take only certain values - making it open to both regression and classification problems. One of the main
downsides noted by Cook and Li [2009] - i.e., the requirement that var(X|Y ) should be constant is a typical
distributional assumption can addressed by adopting a Bayesian-based non-parametric approach implemented
by algorithm 1. Many problems in real life generate numerical predictors for which this proposed method, via
the algorithm, and as such it provides a good source of interdisciplinary comparisons across applications which
creates scope for extensions into non-climate applications.
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